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14RANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Legislature continued its
review of Gov. Julian Carroll's
education budget today, with more
discussion expected on controversial
changes in the way the money is to be
distributed: •
-• '
The House and Senate Appropriations
and Revenue committees are
holding joint hearings on the proposed. signed.the measure following an 82-11
vote.•
executive budget for elementary and
secondary education, which contains
"Did you say stand in line Or stand at
$270 million in new funds.
ease," quipped Majority Leader Bobby
The state's top . education officer
Richardson, 1)-Glasgow. Checks were
testified Monday that while he apeeady for legislators before the House
preciates the new funds, the
adjourned.
elimination of the so-called bonus unit
In the Senate, three minor bills were
in the Minimum Foundation Program
could mean serious financial problems -ipproved without dissent, including one
that provides for home health care
for local school districts.
representation On the Advisory Counhil
Bonus units allow some students
for Medical Assistance.
attending vocational or special classes
Sen. Michael Moloney, 1)-Lexington,
to be counted- twice when districts
introduced a bill that would allow
calculate the amount of state aid per
juveniles as young as 14 to be tried as
classroom unit.
adults for serious crimes.
"I think it will seriously hurt the
Moloney said the object of the
quality of the programs," said Dr.
legislation is to provide further legal
James Graharn, superintendent, of
public instruction. "I think it will be - remedy "for those under 18 who refuse
to conform to society's norms."
extremely difficult for some districts to
Buoyed by their action on the pay bill,
make up their budget."
House members took a closer look at a Meantime, a flood of new 'bills was
proposal ter ease regulations of non- introduced in both chambers as the
troiiiiiind `geriatifeltiiiiiicTfr
aini
t
TOrif
ected Pet
"
efticers•
.
.
• Several lawmakers said thei?bared
day weekend.
Rouse Bill 91 would encourage the
Several measures introduced by Sen. that
•
use of strikebreakers since it would
John Berry,0-New Castle include a bill
a
two-year
residency
to oittlaw disposable soft drink con- delete
requirement.
tainers.
But the bills
' sponsor, Rep. William
Berry, who served on the Governor's
Special Commission on Solid - Waste - ---Donnermeyer, D-Bellevue, said he had
Disposal, has proposed that all no intention of offering an anti-labor
171'he northern Kentucky lawmaker
beverage containers:have- -refund
-said he would try-to amehd the bill and-'
value of at least five cents.
-resubmit it._
Another Berry biffiiibilld require the state to use recycled paper in government printing whenever possible,
especially when it's cheaper.
The House and Senate sessions
Monday were brief, but long enough for
House members to satisfy a hungry
money pocket.
The House rushed to approve
legislation, already passed in the
Senate, that allows lawmakers to get
biweekly paychecks while the General
Two county men are out on bonds
Assembly is in session rather than
facing burglary charges, while another
monthly checks.
is out on bond facing receiving stolen
House Speaker William Kenton asked
the members to stand at ease while he property charges, following Calloway
County Sheriff's Department. arrests
Monday.
According to the sheriff's department, two men each charged with two
counts of burglary' in the third degree
One Section— 12 Pages
are Terry Knight, Billy Henson both 18
Building Page....
8
and who both live in the Palestine
Classifieds
Kim
community in Calloway County. Both
crossworw.
ds
......
are charged in connection with the 1977
Comics
burglaries of the Billy Don Hamilton
Dear Abby
2
home of near Murray and a cabin
Deaths & Funerals
.12
belonging to Chris Martin located near
Garrott's Galley
the Murray State University Biological
Horoscope -'
. .9
Station on KY 94 east of Murray.
.14
Inside Report ....
The sheriff's department has rharged
Let's Stay Well .
.12
a third man, 41-year-old Bobby Knight,____
Load Scene..
2,3
KY 94 east of Murray, with two counts
Opinion Page
4
of knowingly receiving stolen property
Sports
..5,6,7
of a value over $100.
The three arrests are part of a continuing sheriff's department investigation, according to a spokesman.
Rain today, possibly starting as
A sheriff's department investigation
freezing rain or light snow this
-is continuing today into the theft of six
morning: Highs today in the low
bundles of tobacco, reported taken
to mid 40s. Rain continuing
from the farm of Marice Wyatt near
tonight and Wednesday with a
Lynn Grove.
chance of rain mixed with snow
Wyatt told the sheriff's department
late in the day Wednesday.
the bundles of tobacco weighed about
110 pounds each.
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Men Are Arrested

For 2 Burglaries;

Theft Investigated

today's index

freezing rain

'moms.

COLLAPSED ROOF — Robert Walker, an employee of Murray Electric System in Murray, views damage to an electrical storage warehouse on Industrial Road in Murray today. The roof of the building, owned by Cecil Earns, apparently collapsed from the weight of rain soaked snow. Walker's father, Harvey Walker, and other electrical contractors, along with West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative, used the building as a storage structure. Farris
estimated his loss at over 520,000.

State Under.Winter Storm Watch Today
Heavy Snow Accumulations Are tinlikely
0.0

Kentucky, still not fully recovered
from last week's snowstorms, was
Under 4 waiter storm watch this
_morning, but forecasters . predicted
high enough temperatures to make
heavy snow_accumulations unlikely.
The National Weather—gerfice
predicted that light snow would begin
this morning in western Kentucky andrtoward the east. As temSpread
peratures pass freezing antiaapproach
40 degrees. however, the snow is
expected to change to sleet and freezing
rain and then completely to rain, the
weather bureau said.
George Siekels, lead forecaster in the
bureau's Louisville office, said he did
not expect any snow accumulation.
Mild weather pushed temperatures

•

into the upper 20s in the northeast and
transporters of hazardous materials to
the- low 40s in the southeast Monday,
stay off the highways.
helping wash away the mountains of
Police also reported an upsurge in
shOw left over from last week.
traffic fatalaties following the near
Schools in Jefferson ,CotintY,- the
moratorium on severe accidents during7•
state's largest district, were to reopen
the heavy snow accumulations. Whiletoday 'after being dosed for six straight 7-two persons died on state roads during
days. But the vaeation will continue for
the 11 day period between Jan. 12 and
pupils in at least 16 counties.
Sunday. three persons were killed
Monday, police said.
Meanwhile, state police continued to
Many Kentuckians took to the roads
urge caution on the slate's roads.
Monday., apparently letting loose some
Secondary roads remain slick and
of.thefnergy that built up during their
hazardous, they said, and even major
immobilization by the snowstorms.
highways have slick spots because
Traffic was reported heavy in some
snow that melted during the day refroze- areas of the stale, and a traffic
jam
„after sunset Monday
during the evening rush hour made •
But the state fire marshal's office and
Louisville look a little like New York.
state police lifted their request for
Ken Newman, a forecaster at the

weather bureau's Louisville office;
cautioned that all the ao9w on the
ground won't be gone-ilk-. -maple-at--days.
-Some of this stuff will he around in
the middle of spring,— said Newman..
adding that it probably will be several
weeks before meet people-see the greins.
in their yards again.
Bell
County
Judge
Willie
Hendrickson reported that some families remained isolated in rural
areas but "we should be able to take
care of them." •
Hendrickson said the county had
hired a number of private people with
graders to help clear the roads.

Progress Reported On 94

Legislators To Attend Chamber Breakfast
A community-wide breakfast with
state Rep. Kenny Imes and state Sen.
Richard Weisenberger will be held this
Saturday morning at the Holiday Inn.
The January 28 buffet style-Dutch treat
breakfast is being sponsored • by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
The breakfast was announced
Monday afternoon at the regular
meeting of the chamber's board of
directorc. - NO -resrvations will be
needed and the program will be completely informal. The breakfast will
begin at 7 a. m., Jan. 28 and plans call
for the session to last about one hour.
Also at Monday's board meeting,
chamber president Leonard Vaughn

Two MSU Students

Are Named To
'Lights' Orchestra

Gena C. Cleaver of Alin° and
Katharine E. Mason of Murray,
students at Murray State University,
have been selected as members of the orchestra for "Campus Lights,” the
traditional student musical produetion
on the campus.
Miss Cleaver, a junior flute major, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt
Cleaver, Jr., of Almo.
Miss Mason, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Neale B. Mason of 1505 Henry St.,
is a senior . majoring in music
education.
Scheduled Feb. 9-10-11, the 1978
version of "Campus Lights" will be a
Broadway-type show. Proceeds from
the production, which is written,
directed, and performed by students,
will go into the music scholarship
program for incoming freshmen.
RAIDERS RESCUED — The Middle Tennessee State Coach Jimmy Earle,
Since its beginning in .1938, the show
second from right, looks perplexed as he ponders how to get his team
-has become widely.known as one of the
back to Murfreesboro after their bus became stuck on icy roads and the
hest shows of its type on campuses
driver was disabled last night. Murray Ledger & Times managing editor
across the nation. It is sponsored by •
Gene McCutcher, who was at the scene, tells how Murrayans pitched in
local chapters of two profess1C414 .
'to help the team combat the problem in "The Editor's Notebook" on •music fraternities ---,Sigma Alpha Iota
loday's*Cfpinforn Page, page 4.
women and Phi Mn Alpha Sinfonsa
• -s
•
for men.
fkindosi
)

The roof of storage warehouse on
Industrial Road, used by West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
Corporation and other electrical contractors collapsed early today.
No one was at the building when It
fell, aliparently from the weight of rain
soaked snow, according to Cecil Farris,
the owner of the structure. Five electrical-related trucks are'parked in the
40 by 100 feet building.
Farris, who operates a grain elevator
across the street, told the Murray
Ledger & Times that he was looking out
his office window across the street at
• the warehouse and noticed some
electrical wires vibrating. It was at the
point, - he said, that. the roof was
collapsing.
Farris estimated his loss at over
$20,000..
Harvey Walker, a private contractor
who had some equipment in the
building, said Murray Electric System
employees disconnected wires running
Oto
Fart:0,4nd others were debating this
morning about
building. Farris said the building may
have to be razed completely. Workers
Were unable..p*.inorning to remove
trucks parked in the structure.
Most of the building's roof collapsed
to the floor level and a wall on the north
side of the structure was "buckled"
outward.

.

reported on progress made on Hwy 94
improvements by the Calloway Liounty
Coalition committee.
Vaughn told the board that-design
money for renovation of the narrow
bridges on the highway has been appropriated in Frankfort.
He expressed the chamber's
gratitude to the steering committee and
tolomittee chairman Ron Christopher
for the efforts of the coalition.
Vaughn said the possibility of an
interconnector between U. S.641N and
94E had been discussed but that
Department of Transporation officials
indicated that they did not think such a
project would be feasible at this time.
Also at yesterday's meeting, Jim
Johnson._e.xecutir :secretary...of .the.
chamber', reported on the recent
classification of Calloway County as-a
non-attainment area by the Kentucky
.Air Pollution Control Board.

Kentucky counties as far as new industry is concerned.
"These non-attainment areas are
.prohibited from introducing new
sources • of pollution -,without a
corresponding decrease in pollution
from existing sources," Johnson said.
"This trade-off policy effectively limits
industrial growth and expansion."
Johnson said that the local chamber,
the state chamber and other agencies
formally
had
protested
the
classification and that a hearing on the
matter had been requested.
He explained that the classification
for Calloway County, as Well as the
other Jackson Purchase counties that
were labeled as "non-attainment
areas- was based on air pollution

readings taken at Paducah and Henderson.
"In other words, our oxidants could
come from Kansas City-or anywhere,"
Johnson said.
Also in his report, Johnson told the
board that Hardee's Restaurant had
leased the northwest corner of the intersection of 12th and Chestnut and that
construction is underway on Wendy's
Hamburgers and Pizza Hut, both on the
southeast corner of the intersection.
He also reported that the Murray
Branch of Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan had announced plans
to locate a branch office on South 12th
later this year.

...During Snowstorm...

Johnson said that, in essence, • the
classification imposes a "no-growtb"
policy on Calloway as well as 58 other

Eagle ScOut
Court Of Honor
Is Rescheduled
The Eagle Seout City Wide Court of
Honor has been rescheduled for tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:00 p. m. at the First
Christian Church. This was originally
scheduled for Jan. 16.
Delivering the Eagle charge for the
Scouts will be Bro. John Dale, minister
of the Seventh and Popular Church of
Christ. An interestkd persons are invited to attend, a spokesman said.
Three Ideal Boy Scout Troops will lae
involved in the Court of Honor including
Troop 45 with James Weatherly 'as
scoutmaster, Troop 13 with lArry.
Doyle as scoutmaster, and Troop- 77
..yritri 0.ItBore,Jr.,asscoutmaSter.
- 4° •

CB ASSISTANd — The Bluegrass CB Club is mother one of the many
groups that have assisted snowbound families during the &cent snow and
ice. The club has been taking phone calls and also monitoring channel ti.
Left to right seated, Herman Carroll and Joe Smith. left to right standing.
Hawley Bucy, Bill Green'and Pat Einkovich. Members of the CB Club are
„standing by ready to help those ivhoneeil groceries, medicine or stranded.
For assistance call 753-6660 or channel Zt.
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Murdock Faintly Leaves For
Florida To Teach School
I

Mr. and

Mr.._48a7
/14WOOD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Theeakire

Marcile's Is
-- Digging Out!

a:120Z
wPsghrng hree pcamda tan
ounces, ruea,suring fifteen
inches, born on Tuesday, Jan.
17, at 12.36 a m at the
Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
They'ha0. one son, JoesPh
Gene Wood,
two. the
father is employed with
Jackson Construction, Paris,
Tn.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. G. Martin of Hazel.
'Great- grandparents Are Mrs.
Nettie Parrish td-Ptirk-Pnr.--Mr. and Mrs. Willis Daniels of
Murray,and Mrs. Lily Ballard
IfEtbynronlleada;

Mrs. Nelson the high school there. Their tacky group thought it was
Mtulock and son, Brian, age 'son, Brian, "will be in the great.
To Celebrate!
_ sevrn, are now residing in second grade at the Gulf The William N. Murdock
s
Gulf Breeze, Fla., an island in Breeze High SchOol.
and the Mike Mannings
_
.
• the Gaff,/ Mexico just across
On their 'move to Florida, started back to Murray on
—13it0tti l'Insacola, Fl'
the
Murdock family was Thursday morning planning to
The Murdocks moved from
arrive here late that night;
:their home on Oak Hill Drive, accompanied by his parents, however the Alabama State.
Mr.
and
Sirs.
William N.
,Murrajir on Jan. .,16, loading a
Police had closed the in:u-haul track anthhree cars for Murdock, and his sister, Mrs. terstate due to ,the ice and,
Mike
Manning
,
and Mr.
the move to Florida. "
mow and the grOup spent- the
,TT Mr. Sitirciock,son offar.-and Manning. The group left early night in Birmingham, Ala,
Tsday
morning
,
Jan.
17,
- - -Alm.- William- N. Murdock'of
They sgErived .here .shortly
Murra Route teven, will be aff'ir hot leaving on Mohdayii,.after noon On Friday and got
due
to
the
wealh'6
era
road
teac g agriculture, and
conditions. They traveled_ to stuck for the first time on the
Mrs. Murdoelt,4I
rmer
itun_Lystsrave.la _theNashvill
e, Tn.,- Men on
Donna Jones, daughters Mr.
Murdoek
altBRATES-41thillittiriDAV:=1 Chesley Beach ob-home. .
Intersta
te
65
through
•and Mrs. ailartile Jones of
The
Mannings' three
served his 97th birthday on Friday,Jam 20: A special parKAISER GIRL
Alabama
,
arriving
at
the
*Sedalia, will be lteaihing
children, Melissa; Michael,
Mr. and Mrs. ARthony ty in his honor and •also in honor of his nephew,
English and mathematics At Murdock's new residence in and Amanda, stayed with
Kaiser, Jr., of 1410 Patriot Magness Beach who was 54 on Jan. 6, was held Jan.
fsolf Breeze about "midnigbI.
7 at
816 Coldwater — 753-8512
their uncle and aunt, Mr. and
Drive, Slidell, La., are the Mr. Chesley Beach's home with Mrs. Magness
Beach
• that night.
•
Mrs. gay Murdock, their
_.••
parents -of a ..baby
baking a three tiered cake decorated in pink and white
9. When -theAgroup.
..0ther.gr-aadasarentA Mr...11110,
h1eigh Brook, weighing _ for the occasion.,The Magness
Beach's always plan. .4,„ AMie
,ts Florida the temperature was Mrs. Brent Manning,and their
eight pounds four ounces, something special for
the two birthdays each-year.in the 30's, and residents there great grandparents, Mr.
measuring 21 inches. born on About twenty persons
called that night for cake and
were really complaining about Mrs. Phillip Murdock, while . Friday,Jan.20, at 3:53
.p.m. at coffee. Mr. Beach resides at his farm
home just west of
the cold wave, -but the Ken- they were in Florida.
a hospital _there.
•Kirksey and it pictured here with some pumpkins grown
Tonitelf
. They have two sons, in
his garden last year. His wife, the former Hattie
Anthony III, age six, and Will,
Bargai
n Nits
Harrison, to whom be was married on Sept. 29, 19.05,
age sixteen tifonths. The
At These Theatres
mother is the former Nannette died June 18, 1975, after almost seventy years of
marriage. One son, Orvin 'Reach, died May 3, 1974. Mr.
Solomon.
Cside Z
Grandparents are Mr. and Beach has two daughters, Mrs. Raymond (Hazel) Workman
of
Murray
Route
One
and
Mrs./vr
yman (Iva) EdMrs. William H. Solomon of
- tpples heart/torte*,
Clarksville. _Tn.. lormerli of wards of Backusburg. His three grandchildren are Mrs.
• ••.•.
aiw-cost 615 Dry Copier are
•
An all exhibit s from the her sand paintings on display. Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. ianiis (jean) -Edwards
Sedalia, Mo., Mrs. Herman
tomettargelse Thefre ,
- works of Evelyn Cox is:now .This art form, developed into Anthony Kaiser, Sr., of Cm - (Martha) Robertson of Winter Haven, Fla., and Jimmie
.._ being_ shown at the„..calloway srPne, amt. rIesigin. LS_ Maille
- ach, blaci-Salidsate .
idniards.of Murray.His five-groat grandchildren-are-completely tilled Some say
tapping laYers. arcolored
County Public Library.
Jeffrey and jeanna Edwards, Sedalia, Mo., and Dale,
•
•.they look as if ttivive been
The "underlying theme of sand into a glass container..
LaDorine, andloChell Robertson;Winter Haven, Ha.
printed See toryourselt no
these drawings is Reflections They are all original in design.
k'sle• „6
s obligation Call us.
of -Mind and Mirror." "These
A graduate of Murray State
ixe4
For Program Information,Please Call 753-3314
0
deawings are a realistic University with a B.A. in Art,
St56
I
represetadon
real and.a4Es-- Cox is at present emWALT MIR POOCUCTIOMS
special
a
on
imaginary objects," the artist ployed
ICIA?M
stated. The subject matter "Outreach" program for the
1006 Chestnut
9:451
ranges from o self-portrait to e,a.„..11°waY erninty • Public - - in 178-3; Noah Webster pubfished
.
his
"America
Immobjective-Compositions.'A
Spelling
n-,
,
aines
Rogers,
,
‘
f
ill_
be
in_
.
.
,
ary
- to Book." Its estimated sales in "
variety . _ media _including.
-The public is invited
meeting to be held Thursday, Tbro 2/2
NO PASSES—NO
NITE
president at the
the
next
TOGyears
were
stalled-as
70
the
will,'"
come
by
graphite
to
this
see
art
and
colored
pencil,
,
116 NORTH 11H
Jan. -25, at seven p.m. at the
million.
Wrangler
s
Riding
Club
at
the
a library Spokesman said.
pencils were used
court room of,- the Calloway
MAYFIELD
247-5912
Mrs. Cox also has some of
County Court House.
CHARLES
LEE
BRONSON REMICK
Other new officers to be
1010Chestnut
installed
ims
include
; 9:10,
M
Pete
Haywood, vice-president;
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Sabrina Leslie, secretary;
Charles Knott of Murray
e are pleased
Linda Workman, treasurer;
- • Route Four has- -been
annoilnce
that
Carolyn Manning, reporter.
N.VE ARE NOT
Ilarletie
dismissed from Lourdes
The retiring -president is
hricie'Plecr
Hospital, Paducah.
ALONE
- Bernardine Schroeder.- -r:eib. has selected her
_ 641 tf.C,eritral
By Abigail Van Buren
Mike Manning is the-CLOSE-Td4CCOUNTERS
PADUCAH PATIENT
and Crvstal from our
representative of the dub to
- t3F1MICRIIRCr161PiCr
Unit
Mrs.
Maxine
Windsor
of
ample4e
the West Kentucky HorisopASSES ft MUM MU
ktri,
Farmington Route One i'443
repsIry
seman's Association with
Ilarlene fiflfI burl
been a patient at Lourdes
Bobby Wilson as alternate.
ill
be
married
Hospital,'Paducah.
All members and interested Ce#34
Februar. 11. 1978.
6au Woe.ditil
persons are invited and urged 641 N. Central Qr.
Ti 7:201
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
to attend the meeting on
ANIonw
s
L 9:10_
DEAR ABBY. I was,shocked by your answer to "36
Recently dismissed from
and Thursday.
GAMEST LOVER P.
Ends Thurs.
.still a virgin." How dare you say it's all right for a woman
Lourdes , Hospital, Paducah,
to,-'live a little" if she's an adult, "feels like it."
was Ben Haley of Hardin.
and hurts
121 By-Pass
MURRAY
ndsone!
•
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It's Not Wrong
To Be a Virgin

14

The Shon)case

I know you haven't the courage to print this; but
lusr
without marriage is a sin before -God, and there are sex
no-`17.
exceptions to this rule. Please read Exodus
20:14: Rehabilitate
Matthew 5:27; and Ephesians 5:5.
an old metal
wastebasket •by enameling it
I would have congratulated "3k and still a virgin"
and
and then cementing wallpaper
encouraged her to maintain her pure and virtuous record.
I flower cutouts or decals onto
would also have told her to drink sage tea when she
gets
the urge. And also to pray.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
When-she asked you for permission to "live a
.Barney L. Darnell of
little"
before
-she-died-, you-shoukl have told her to-check with Mr
Kirksey Route One was
her church, and her city recreatitudepartment for
&miss& Jan. 13 from the - wholesome outdoor
activities..
Community
Hospital,
She is a virtuous queen, and there are thousan
ds like
Mayfield.
her, including this writer. Sign me...
SIXTY AND STILL A VIRGIN.
(SILVER SPRING.MD.
MSS YOUR PAPER!
DEAR SIXTY: If one equatea
ginity with -virtue,
Sobsalbors who base mot
according to my mail you win by a landslicli.
HOSPITAL PATIEgT
Miss Susan Renee Watkins
of Hardin-has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

Look Great In '78
With A New

Slimmer
Trimmer
You!
Whether you

Call For FREE Consulation Today...
753-6881
Dixieland Center

United Figure Salon
Mon-Thurs. 9.-.00 AM-7:30 PM

Friday 9:00 AM-6

mumsram

received tfroir bssoo-dollvorai
copy of no illorroy lpdpor
Times by 5:30 p.a. MatdryFriday or by 3:30 p. a. os Satyrdays aro aped to cal 7534416
bevies 5:30 p.m. Ind 6 p.m.,
Mooday-frlday, or 3:34 p.m.
sod 4,. Satialkays, to Wars
*Avery of ths rowspapor. Calls
woe be phew by 6 p.m. washdrys or 4 p.a. Saturdays to
gosrantoo Imagery.
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1 GrQup

DEAR ABBY: My brother (age 66) and I (631 have
trying to get our father to update his will. He hasnado been
at it for 25 years, and there is mach more involved oked
now.
Dad is-88 and- in fairly -good health, so we figure he
should attend to his will now,rather than put it off until his
health starts to fail.
He has a considerable amount of money and property
because Mother died last year and left everything she had
to Dad„
When we tell Dad,"You can't take it with you," he says,
"I'm not going anywhere."
Can you suggest a way to get him to update his will
without giving him the impression that we would like
to
see him drop dead soon? I assure you that this is not the
ease.
HIS LOVING CHILDREN
DEAR HII.DREN: You would be doing your father a
big favor'by urging his lawyer, banker or a close friend to
-get him to update his will. And if they strike out, urge him
Yourselves.

•Slide

Downtown,Murray,Ky.
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ma mittal

need to lose many
pounds and inches, or just firm
up a little — you can get the
positive results you seek

-P1SI

2 Shows Nitely At All Theatres

DEAR ABBY: When I married, I decided to quit my job
and be the perfect wife.
I took cooking lessons and became an accomplished cook
in order‘to entertain my husband's
associates
properly. I looked after his clothes to make-surtr he was
always the best dressed. man in his company. I kept a
spotless house in case he brought someone' over for a
drink. I never made any dates without checking with him
fitst
I'd be,,asiailable whenever he wanted me. I even
isrished_hia. car every day.
I gave him massages to relax -*dm, and even gave him
manicures and pedicures. I actually made a career out of
being the perfect wife and helpmate.
The harder I tried to make my husband's life
the
less affectionate he became Finally he becameeasier,
impotent7
His doctor recommended that he see a psychatrist, who
asked to see me,
was told that because of the incest tabu, no man feels
right sleeping with his mother, and I had become a
"mother",to him. After a year of therapy for him and four
months for me, the situation is improving. rip letting
"be a man" so he can perform like one. Thanks him
for
listening.
ME IN SANDUSKY
Getting married?,No matter-haw little you have
to speAd
Sr how unconventional your lifestyle,
it
be lovely. Send
focAblqriaaew booklet,"Hew to Have aten
revelry Weddle*"
Eisele's $1 sad a litbilf
ietaorpeLL21 mots) nif-rtadreMall
AV*:
IsToky Dr.1 Ilif-viiVEilk.
_
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Handbags

A

PRICE & LESS//
/
1 Rack

1 Gr.:nip

Sportswear

Robes,Gowns,

y
Ae%

'

---

P.rs.

PRICE

LESS THAN /
1 2 PRICE

y2

Dresses - Suits
Pantsuits .

PRICE & LESS

Long

Dresses
LESS THAN

y2

PRICE

Selected

Hats

'
5-40

One Rack

Sportswear
One Group

1 Basket

Coats

$
51

tog

$10

Selected

Leather

Bra'
s I Gloves
Mademosielle Shop

/
1 2 PRICE8 LESS

/
1 1 PRICE
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Celebration Planned
—
Tuesday, January 24
_ t; American
Agricultural
;Strike Movement will meet at
_
the Calloway
County Court House. A report
by the persons„ going to
Washington, D. c., will be
presented. All interested
persons are-invited.
•_
Tuesday, January 24
Murray- TOPS Club is
- scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at seven p.m.

•
•
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Wednesday, January 25
Ladies day luncheon at
Murray Country CIA— is
cancelled for this week.
^

Wednesday,January 25
Bridge at tbs.-Murray
Country- Club is cancelled for

Wednesday,January 25
Council on Ministry of the
First United Methodist
Church will meet in The social
hall at seven p; m. Dr. Alice
Koenecke is chairperson.

Mrs. Eulala Eldridge, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Pgenda R.4Keel,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Fay W:"
Turnet.,11t. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Cora M. Smith, Rt. 8 Benton,
Guy C. Turner, Rt. 6, Murray,
'Thomas A. Barnett, Rt. 6
Murray, Mrs. Joyce R. McClaia, Leet.A Shady Oaks Tr.Ct., Murray, Mrs. Masa A.'
Read, 1620 Sunset Dr:,
Murray, George H. King, 1121
Circirama Dr., MuiTay, Fred
T. Lee, Rt. 4 MuiTay, Jun L.
Donets:m:1;M.6, Murray, Miss
Dorothy B. McKenzie, 1001
Sharpe, Murray, Robert
Farnungion

S.

Special Price
Special

Mr. and

%IP

$478

Luster Line

90 Yards Reg. $7.00

Mrs. JesseT. Young

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse T. Young of Farmingtoo Route One will
_ _chterve theirtiftiatilmoddlptannivergary- on Suiulay,?an,za,
with a reception at therannington community Confer.
Allfriends and relatives are United to Cial between the hews
of two to four p.m. to share the joy with the Youngs in this oo,
casion.The eventis being hosted by relatives ofthe couples..
Mr. and. Mrs. Young were married Jan. 3, l9211, in
Paris,Tn., by Judge W.Thompson. They were accompanied by •
the late Sell Black and Jennie Darnell Black.
Mr. Young is the son of the late Mr.and-Mrs.John-Young of ,
Farmington. Mrs. Young's parents are the late Landie Hilfof
Farmington,and Mrs.Evie NW,now residing In Mayfield. -

1111'1194
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Dixieland
Shopping Center

Am

111111114
- RaspberryII

Final Clearance

Girls Fall

-entire Stock
Boys 8 Girls

Entire Stock
Boys 8 Girls

Swwters
'yrs

PRICE
Sizes, Girls-Mo.-Toddlers to 14
-Boys - Mo.-Toddlers to 20

.

.
8c...et's 4-20
- Girls 3-14

296 To Choose From

284 To Sell
dr.oup Qtris -

•

Sizes 2-20

185 to SeIt

Door Busters

ear

Boy
Sport-Dress

•

*tiocks

CheerieedersDresses
&jisnpsults
$
2
88

*Skirts
*Tops

Boys & Girls

- PRICE
-_sizes2-14
Pieces To Sell

Sate

Reg. 7-For 54.50

Sale

Shirts

1591

Rings

Sets

y;

Reg $1.50
8 To Sell

Pants

49

Girls

Jackets
Reg. $7.00 to $15.00

*Boggins
*Gloves
*Scarves

Jeans $399
Reg $12.00-$13.50

Boys8 Girls
Infants 8 Todders

Dresses-et
Sporiswew

.•••

Sleepwear

Sleepers

*P
Robes
:Gowns

•••7.

By Carters
Sizes 544-1.-XL

863 To Sled Fro

Good Selection

Jama Blanket

$399

Sizes 2-20

PRICE

Girls

Reg $6.00 to $7.50

2 PRICE

2 PRICE

Boys-Girls

Group Girls

Group Girls
Infants-Toddlers

$399

22 To Sell

8 To Sell

100 To Sell

Pants

Group Lightweight

Reg $14.00

Sizes-Mths-Toddlers

p Boys
Dress-Casual.

Reg. 56.25-S14.00
2 1 Pairs To Sell

Denkn Jackets
*399

OFF

y
3

el

Group Boys
Infonts-Toddlers 7,4•

Suits

WEN9

OFF

Sizes Boys 1-20
--Girls 1-14

PRICE

Chil reh's Fashions

No Refunds
Exchanges Where Possible
Alterations Extra
*Gift Wrappim on
saki hems titre

74e Step
Bel-A,Shopping Center
711-1'9';

tack,

czsh
4 War To Shop
Charge
*Lay-Away
* Visa-Master Charge

fits. 10-6 Mon S it
10-11 Fri.

'
4

1.6

T.SL-VriAi•
••••S•r,

•11
.

`

To Sell

Group Boys

Group Girls

ffealtho-Tex.

•

To yi
Reg. $6.00 to $10.50
-62 To Sell

4199. 4299

Boys ,t!C Girls

7

Reg. $9.00

Group-Boys

Kindergard Latches
Reg. 3 for S2.25

4,,Shirts
Save

$499
SweatShirts Sizes 6-18 — 41
to sell

infants

Dear Discerning Shoppers;

„,:\igto iv%

$‘299

$300

Sizes S1:31"—.15ro SeU Reg.-S12.00

The
Blackford
•
House
11440oldwater Road, Murray

Flavor
Fibers

Sale Starts Wed. 10:00 A. M.

PATIENT AT HOSPriAL
)icrneel Jan-14 from_the,
Hospital,
Community
Mayfield, was Anthony Smith
of Kirksey Route One.

As I walked into The POlif-TaLliffer-TM IS I/It
LOBBY OF THE Ritz-Carfton of Chicago last night
my thoughts turned homeward and I remembered
one of my favorite places in Western Kentucky.
THE BLACKFORD HOUSE
I hope when I return their sale on Lee Jeans and
shirts is still going on and that they have my
husband's size. These are exactly what he needed
to wear in the car on„the way here and while setting
up the display space at McCormick Place for the t
National Housewears Show.
One thing I did remember to bring was some of
the Scottish Heather Rowers from their Poppouni
Mix. We are told that heather has been immortalized by tioets and story tellers for ages and
we have teamed the purple heather of Scotland is
the most delicate and romanic elements of any
Poppourri A delightful combination is 4 parts
Heather to one part Lavendar, which when placed
near the bed upon retiring will produce enchanting
dreams of Scottish castles, lochs and moors. This
combination also imparts a clean, fresh, fragrance
to clothes when placed inside luggate or clothes
bags.
This morning I stole a couple of hours from work
and shopped the Houseirears Show and I was
amazed to see how much unfinished furniture has
increased in price. This makes me More aware of
the terrific value of this merchandise at The Blackford House --- especially those 24" and 30" wood
bar stools for $8.85 each.
I ate lunch in Marshall Field's Walnut Room which
consisted of Quiche with,one small glass of red
wine. The Quiche was excellent and the chef tad
me the'Secret of makinggood Quiche is the timing
as ills always served luke warm.I plan to serve thit
---at a specialiencheou when l_return home and my
red wine will sparkle in thy SAUVIGNON Crystal
glasses which I bought at The Blackford House for
only $3.49 per stem.
When the show is over and I get back to Kentucky
one of the first places I will rush to it the Blackford
House not only to shop for what I failed to get but
also to see what new items they have.
See you there!
Gabrielle

•

Jumbo Size

Elefant
Cord
50 Yardb

Sizes 2-14

HONMENT
Wesley Wyatt of Kirksey
Route One was dismissed Jan.
16 from the Community
Hospital,Mayfield.

aft: for all ages and we'll

Jumbo

r

Dismissals

rt,

Bored? Come on in! We have
show you how to do it!!

211
ti
Thursday, JOBeiglec
Household...Amer far. Mr.
•
- • ed
and Mrs. John Cooper audits% Magazine Club
. to meet at the home of Mrs.
en
whose home and contents
—weft destroyed by fire on Jan. Note change of place.
19, will be held at the Salem
The Zeta DepP,-tinent of tl*
Baptist Church from six to
•Ws Club is
830.p. m. Persons iyishing to Murray av e
have items picked up may call scheduletneet at-the club
•
435-4426, 435-2479, or 435-4574. Ismael* 7-40-p.m.--

Murray Sub-District Wited
Thursday.,Jam_sisry X
Wranglers Riding Club will Methodist Youth Fellowship
meet at the court House at will meet at the DexterHardin United Methodist
-Lake. Area Singles are seven p.m: New officers will
be
-maz
e&
-sr
------—Church-at
seven- p.m.
--scheduled to ,have a special
claret's-affair uttliallank of
L
Baptist Wang Women ,,of
Marsluill COunfir at Benton at -I. Thursday, Jusuary•X
eun with 'Poetry" a.: First Baptist Church will meet
seven p.m..,
thàn1 will be he1dit the at the home of Mrs. Joe Sills at
"I Pugni In TOSCO," an Calloway County Public seven
Italian film by Marco Library at twelve noon.
Wildlife film,'
,Four Fathom
made
Bellocchio, will be presented Reservations should
World," will be presented by
by Murray State, the Ken- by four p.m. Wednesday.
Harry Pederson at seven p.m.
tucky Arts Commission, and
- in the auditaftun, Student
the -Natio* Endowfnent for _piano iviritul by Vick1ei
-c*tkii.:Ar4y, ggerrnatien eel
...the Arts at Seven P.m. P),
Pvavezata..willibn Eit_6:15 , Dr. ht. D.liassell, 70786, „
Room 423, Price Doyle Fine p.m. in the Old Recital Hall,
Arts . Center. Admission is,Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
R. I G 1•11LtFI
free.
Murray State.
In politics, the right is the
Tuesday,January 24
conservative side because in
the British Parliament the
Eagle Scout City Wide Court
Confervetives sit.en -the rightof Honor has been rescheduled
hand side of the Speaker, the
at the First Christian Church Liberals, Radicals, and Labor
at seven p.m.
on the left:
01-10.78
Adults 125
Wednesday,January 25
NIZSE
.17
Christian _Men's Fellowship
4
- of First-Chriatien-Ghiarcii-mill_
NeWbittliAdUthlidOn
have its dinnertneeting at six p. m. with Murray Mayor
Baby Girl Bullird (ShirleY7
Melvin Henley as speaker.
West Broadway,Mayfield.
4a ••••

Snow Specials -‘
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Before naming Mrs. Humphrey,Gov.
point of honor," one official told us, to
Av.
Rudy Perpich had to "get his ducks in a
reeeive the top-rated air-craft that
row" i as described by a political in- ;
4 ,
would give them a small fraction of U.
4.1104, •
sider ).,That meant pacifying Rep.
S. airpower supplied to Israel.
ihr
Donald Fraser, who intends to run for "
4
A faotnote: Israel is quietly lobbying
4)„
the seat and wanted the appointment, 4;-;
million in U. S. aid in
for an extra
during a private meeting Wednesday the fiscal year starting Oct. 1. Although
night. With Fraser certain to be opPresident Carter decided not to put the
posed in the primary; his appointment—
-1"Pinrnats whenever-a squteTe-15"extra FriOneY., i his bulget -message to
---,Iv-- • -pifediraa foreignvovernment is clearly - -ssrwould have furthered splintering within-- :t„oligress, White House aides doubt
evindenced in a confidential Jan. 7
Minnesota's- Democratic FarmerCongress could resist voting most of it
//'%fina•
telegram from the Toyko embassy to
on top of the regular annual 0.8 billion _,__Laber OHL)party111.
.
.
the State Department. To the men
One point of agreement in the once
in aid.
aPP-1
around Strauss, this typifies what they
dr
monolithic DFL: Perpich should name
Sen. Muriel.
have had to put up with in negotiations.
Muriel, and not just to avoid conflict. In
Contrary to published reports that
At issue was Japan's present 1,000hi§ last days, tears appeared in
Muriel Humphrey resisted the invasion
all
ton annual limit on U. S. beef inaports.
Humphrey's eyes when he talked of
of -privacy that would come with serG3
When Strauss proposed a 10,000-ton
•
e
-•%•
undone work-including bills to be voted
ving in the senate, the real reason for
••• -sassial
-711`uota,- the Japantse government came- - the delay in her aPikiiienent to fill Sett
-the Senate this year. His Minback with • a 3,000-ton counter-offer
.....
nesota colleagues want his widow to
Hubertjf. kumptirex'_s seat the rest of
• viewed as -unsatisfactory by any
cast those votes.
the year was Minnesota politiu.
. standard. Visiting in Japan, two
Republican Senators from beef.By M.C. Garrott
producing states, Clifford. Hansen of OM,
Wyoming and Carl Curtis of Nebraska.
told a Tokyo press conference Jan. 6
that the Japanese response was
"totally unacceptable" and "should
never be acce„ple.0y Strauss.-That produced -sliiVers of fright atthe
is
!American embassy. - On Jan. 7, a
- - telegram signed by ,William C. Sher-;
No. 2 inan---M-Abe_..ernhas y,
declared:
Harry Conley is a professor of
still more valuable time in getting to
and fed everybody, warming the
"Embassy fears such statements
chemistry at Murray State and one of
Charlottesville, where Harry had been
hamburgers on the heaters.
create the air of confrontatiop tiagy.
Ely_ good friends in the Blackburn
accepted as a doctoral degree can+++
dictation which will remove any chance
Sciencetfahrig. ItiVe known each didate.
The next morning the temperature
of our getting substantial improvement
other since' 1970. when we had
After a',
..night" with Kentucky
was well above freezing and the roads
in Japanese agricultural offers. These
youngsters in the former pre-school
relatives, they headed east again,
quickly opened, but by the time Larry
are personal views of Senators and we
program at St. Leo's church. We
entering Virginia at the tri-cities area
and Jackie reached Roanoke they had
believe GOJ (government of Japan;
worked together several evenings and
of Johnson City-Kingsport-Bristol. "It
worn out the chains on one wheel: He
reccignizes them as such."__.
weekends building some of their...fUr!
was a beautiful daY,"Illarf'y said.
..stopped___ind.,tbok them off before
:ha
•
Whatever the Japanese'recognize the
niture, shelves and playthings.
was warm, the sun was shining and we
heading for Charlottesville.
If we ever have a car breakdown or
Senators clearly did net "remove any
was
happened
this.
What
This weekend Harry, feeling a lot
had begun to see visions of CharlotThey weren't ,home free yet, otherwise need emergency assistance
chance" of a better deal. Arriving in
The chartered bus carrying the team,
younger than I, was at the Cutchin
tesville. Although Charlottesville was
however, for the temperature at for some reason, we- sure hope the
Japan Jan. 11, Strauss negotiated a
"Coaches and cheerleaders, -wrungRecreational Complex on the canipus
way on the eastern side of the states we
Charlottesville wasn't as warm as it
problem occurs in Murray. Then we
10,000-tan worldwide quota on highothers, made a stop at Kentucky Fried
sledding OnHi icy slotieSitheiThis sled..':lett we were.alrnost there by-just being
was at Roanoke. They still had plenty of • know we could get friendly assistance.
grade beef imports: Argentina may
Chicken following last night's game se--hit a SnoWbank, or rather an ice bank.
in Virginia."
snow on the roads there, and there I
Local people have gone overboard to
send a few steaks to Japan, but nearly
the hungry players ciaild have a snack
He says he feels like he almost'broke
+++
was with Only one wheel with chains,"
help friends, neighbors and strangers
all of that quota will be supplied by
on the way home.
his neck as he hit the concrete-like thing
It wasn't all that easy. Old Lady Luck
he laughed.
during the hazardous driving conditions
American cattlemen.
But the bus became stuck on the slick
headfirst, but he came out with a badly
still had a punch or two left to throw at
"We made it, even if it had taken us
of the past seyeral days and another
pavement as the .driver attempted to
cut upper Hp, cuts over his face and a
_
Harry and Jackie. This time it was a
two weeks to Make the trip from
town's
neighbor"
example of our
"good
get back onto Sycamore Street.
_Carter's _grorni.se to scill
stiff neck.
sudden, massive snowstorm _which
California, We also, were a week late
spirit was exemplified last night.
. Saudi Arabia 60 F-15 fighter aircraft,
•
Apparently thinking he could back up
Harry contenda_be is a good canciught them asleep in i-motel short of
getting.,le the griduate- .school at
0+0
the best the-U-S-.•-hat- is confrontinAw
and get a running start if he knew how "
didate for nature's NI hard luck kid.
"Roanoke. •
'
Charlottesville. At first the dean was
Due to a- set of strange ciifar he could go in reverse, he left bis
orchestrateals. effort in
His raaning--battle with the elements
They. had driven late and spent the
pretty upset,_-but when .tie heard mx
cumstances,. the- Middle Tennessee -drIverl...seat and walked toward.the__
Csftgi snstokill the sale or at least cut it
dates-back to1960 when he,a brand new --.- night in a small enotel when alien- -story. :he said I must have
hte
University-basketball team
hack orthe bus to check his clearance.
sharply.
.
master's degree graduate, warettroute
awakening the next morning found a12GuardiawAn,gel to have made it at alt.became stranded in Murray for several
But on his way to the back of the bus, _. If Blgyptian-Israeli peace talks can be
to the University of Charlottesville
inch snow had fallen during the night.
"There's some good in everything,
hours following the MTSU-MSU game
put back together, the President might
the
driver, George Bullock, lost his
from the University of. California at
The road was closed. Nothing was
though," he chuckled, as I missed the
here last night. Even though there was
footing on the glass-slick pavement arid
defeat the move to block thesale.-But if
Berkley; -Wittiltim_was his wife of two' moving.
•
•
--entrance -examinations - at Charlotlittle
anyone
locally
could ,do to get the
years, Jackie.
fell,fracturing hisleft arm.
the talks continue downhill and the
Fortunately, Harry had a sit of
tesville. I never did have to take them."
tean't back to Murfreesboro, the
Murray Police Department officers,
future looks dark, the mood in Congress
+++
chains with him,- which he put on, and
Then gingerly touching his bandaged, hospitality of several Murrayans made
who were called to the scene, tranwill harden against selling weapons to
Their first confrontation with the fury
out they started. He could have made it
puffed up lip, he went on, "But I can't
their unplanned extended stay here as
of nature came in the Texas Panhandle
sported the bus driver to the local
Arabs. That is true despite the fact that
through had it not been for the stalled
for the sake of me see what good can
pleasant as possible.
hospital emergency room. Meanwhile,
when near Amarillo they ran-into "the
Saudi Arabia has now become by far
cars and trucks blocking the highway..
come from me hitting that snowbank."
0+0
Capt. Ed Knight remained at the scene
the largest oil exporter to the U. S.
worse dust storm you can imagine."
They managed only 10 miles all day
to assist MTSU Coach-Jimmy Earle in
First blinding dust and then a rainIsrael's supporters on Capitol Hill
before pulling into another smalljnotel.
S.C. VanCuron
getting the bus-back on the road.
fear the F-15s might be used against
storm Made it impossible for them to
"Soon the place was full of people,"
Gerald Tabers soon arrived with his
Israel in any future Mideast war.
travel, so they headed for the nearest
he said. "They didn't have a
wrecker which was hooked to the front
-Israel is really worried about the
mcItel. "You should have seen the car
restaurant, so four or five of us piled
end of the bus. Then everyone looked
after that," he said.
sale," a Senate strategist for the
into a four-wheel pickup truck one of
around for someone to drive the bus.
Israelis told us. Past opposition has cut
Once free of that mess, they made it
the fellows had and headed for one five
Since no one at the scene had exback other U. S. arms sales to Arab
to Arkadelphia, Ark., where they threw
miles down the road.
perience as a bus driver, deputy David
countries,including Saudi Arabia.
a piston and lost another day in a motel
We brought every hamburger they
Ballentine, who had arrived along with
-ThiS
while that - was being repaired. Then - had before going to a general store
aditiliiiStration officials
deputy Johnny Rickman, was elected to
are concerned about reaction In the oil
they came as far as Cave City, Ky., • where the man made baloney and
get behind the wheel.
before they had to buy a new tire to-'-- :- cheese sandwiches until his stock was
kingdom if the Carter pledge cannot be
FRANKFORT-Santa Claus came to
most important segment of the working
With Baltentipe at the wheel and
fulfilled. The Saudis regard it as "a
replace one which had blown out, losing
gone. Then we went back to the motel
about every branch of state governpersonnel of the state. He provided a
Tabers handling the tow cable, the bus
ment when Gov. Julian Carroll
five per cent across the board increase -was back on the pavement in a matter
presented his budget last week.
for all state employes and additional
of minutes.
Education got the biggest presents
money to provide for some merit raises
from the Christmas tree with primary
where needed.
-0±0
and secondary education favored
Teacher salaries were increased to
But the MTSU centingefircailtill
somewhat over higher educatia, but
make them equal with surrounding
without someone who could drive the
nobody-in education has a right to
Dear Editor: ..
state and to put them above-the middle
bus back-to Murfreesboro.
Calloway County L---banks showed anniversary.
complain in comparison to what_ ether
TheCialloway County ASC Committee
of teacher income across the nation.
Capt. Knight took coach Earle to the
resources,amounting to over 55 million
branches of government received.
and Office Personnel would like to take
Kentucky has been a backward state
Pvt.
Michael
Alexander,
son
of
H.
hospital so that he could check with the
dollars, according to published bank
Gov. Carroll emphasized the new role
this opportunity to express our
too long in education. He also provided
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Alexander, has
bus driver on their course of action. But
statements as of Dec. 31, 1967.
that the Council on Higher Education
gratitude and to say "thank you," for
funds for testing to try to assess the
training
completed
armor
advanced
at
by this time, Dr. Hal Houston had set
The 35th traffic collision report for
played in forming this budget and its
the fine cooperation we received from
quality of education in the primary and
the Army Training Center,FortKnox.
the driver's fractured arm and he had
the month of January in the city of
future
in
the
role
state.
If
there
were
your paper the past year.
secondary system.
been sedated.
Murray was filed yesterday by the
New Concord beat Lynn Grove and
anything lacking in the higher
It was through the prompt and
The
one
thing
not
Coach Earle made a call to MTSU
addressed
by
the
Murray Police Department. Eight
Alm beat Kirksey in the semi-final
education budget, it is the curtailment
courteous service of The Murray
governor or the educators is what to do
and then called the charter bus service
persons have been reported injured in
games
of
the
Calloway
County
of capital construction funds which in
-- -.Ledger and Times that-kept our farwith the young people who do not have
in Nashville. The charter service told
the accidents this month.
Elementary School Basketball
times past have been left to the
mers informed with current and perthe mental capacity to acquire a high
him the best they could do would be to
Deaths reported include Mrs.
nament.
High
scorers
for the teams
discretion of the colleges and the
tinent information timely.
school or college education. The state
send
another bits driver from NashHouston Lax, John L. Travis, and Otho
were Bobby Causey for New Concord,
universities.
We wish for each of you the very best
compulsory attendance law requires a
ville. That meant at least another two
Cook.
Ken
Lai
for
Lynn
Grove,
David
Wyatt
for this New Year.
child to attend school until he is 16 years
hours of waiting and it was almost
This time the Higher Education
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Bogard are
for Almo, and Tommy Vance for
Sincerely,
old. Most people knowledgable is in the
midnight by this time.
today observing their 50th wedding
Council and the governor's budget
Kirksey.
David E. Riley, Jr., CED
education field agree that there Sri
made selective choices for capital
.Calloway County ASCS Office.
many in classes who do not belong
0+0
construction on campuses where it is
there. But nobody has come up with a
But while Coach Earle had been
really needed. It appears from this
answer as what to do with them.
Wendell H. Ford, past national
trying to make arrangements to get his
marriage of Bette Stamps, daughter of corner that the old empire building race
Additional funds are being provided
players back to MTSU,Dr. Houston had
Jaycee president, was the speaker at
Mr. and Mrs. John D.Stamps,to James
on college and university campuses has
for vocational education and for the
To proclaim the acceptable year of
also been on the phone.He had called
the Murray Jaycees' bosses night,
Fraritlin Doran, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. been halted or slowed to say the least.
the lord, and the day of _vengeance
establishment of more vocational
Cal Luther, who in turn contacted
distinguished service award, and
C. DTran, has been announced.
The governor seemed to take parof our God; to comfort all- that mourn.
schools.
David Carmen, night desk clerk at the
keyman banquet held last night at
This
is
Murray Sub-District of Methodist
part
of
the
answer
for
ticular aim in beefing up areas that
Isaiah 61:2 those who are not attuned to the regular
Holiday Inn, who agreed to open up the
Kenlake Hotel.
Church will have a leadership training
been
have
neglected
in
the
Health
past.
facets_pe!
.t.ar to ,
(d's, Son,
school curriculum. He also provides for
motel's coffee shop and allow the MTSU
James Parker, district manager for
school at the First Methodist Church, and Welfare came in for a good sum of
- ofiice. He accomplished perrectr‘
people to await
Woodmen of the World, has been
kindergarten classes all across the
Jan. 26 to 30. Pastors will include
e
- s. additional money. One of the most
- the
„ new bus driver
of them Is our aim parallel to H 1,•
there.
state in the 1979-80 school year. More
notified that he was the top salesman in
P. T. Lyles, W. L. Hill, Hoyt 0#` , sit important areas in this field provides
Coach Earle told us he was very
the United States for 1953._
money is allocated for the mentally
. Dickerson, R. L. Dotson, L. ft. Roger
for the establishment of neo natal care
Mirray ricer-Sr Times
retarted as well as classroom units for __grateful'for the .w_gy Murray eoplol
Death's, 'reported 'include Eugene ."Layne Shanklin, Johnson' -Easley, units-in selected areas of the
state that
the exceptional child. The governor
pitched in to help. He added, however,'
Beach,age 78.
Lawrence Rickert, Willard Call, and I..
make these facilities available more
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
that this was not the first time this
also went further and provided fundsThe
R. Jones.
engagement and approaching
R Gene McCutcheon
Editor
readily to the people.
season that MTSU had run into tranThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
for the gifted who are often held back in
Funds are provided for increasing the
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christsportation problems saying "If
the normal classroom.
mas Day. New Year's Day and thanksgiving by
number of units at Chandler Medical
something's going to happen it will
Murray Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St..
. Highway, the State Police, Natural
Center at the University of Kentucky in
An average of $30.14 per one hundred
Pictured are members ofthe Murray
Murray,Ky 42071 Second Class postage Paid at
happen to us."
Resources and Reclamation and other
Murray,Ky 42071
Lexington,
the
prime
pounds was reached Jan. 22 on the
state
High
School
hospital
and
basketball squad-Harold
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
Coacp Earle said the team's first
divisions
are
provided
money
to
meet
Murray dark fired tobacco market
Miller, W. B. Moser, Jr., Chad Stewart, in Louisville, the most populated area
earners. $250 per month, payable in advance
federal standards and improveintntrw--- problem wasbefore the season starte4
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton. Harin the state. Units also will be
making a new high for the season,
Eli Alexander, Dwaine Adams, Jimmy
din. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farnungton, Ky , and
when the clutch went out the bus
conditons and environment.
established in Harlan, Ashland, Henaccording to Cecil Thurmond,
Thornasson, Alfred Clark, John Paul
Paris. Buchanan and Puryear, Tn , $17 50 per
bringing
them back from a scrimmage
All
in
all,
it
is
a
good
budget.
The
year By mail to other destinatlans. $32 50 per
derson, Bowling Green and other
secretary of the Tobacco Board of
Butterworth, Glin Jeffrey, Ego Starks,
year
-game atShelbyville. Tenn.
governor talked about a tight budget
strategic
areas
where needed.
Trade.
Bobby Hargis, Charles Tolley, Joe Pat
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
-When we went to Michigan State, we
before he had drawn it, leading many to
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers •
The new four-tier court system got
Hackett, Oliver McLemore, Dallas T
Iir.a Keel has been appoinked Calloway
Association
had an eight-hour delay at the airport itt
believe
there
would
be
a
shortage
of
mot)
,some
needed
County Road Maintenance foreman by
funds to fill the gaps
Doran, Pat Elkins, William Hopkins,
The Associated Press tirexclusively entitled to
Detroit tiefore we could get back,'"
money, bat the $7.5 billion baget belies
republish local news originated by The Murray
that became apparent when it came
Gov. Earle Clements. He succeeds
William Smith, Carl Shroat, Buddy
Ledger & Times as well as all other APnews
Earle said.
the earlier warning. There is sufficient
being
the
into
(irst
of
Carlin
this
Rileyvwho served for the past
Valentine, Gene Dunn,0. B. Boone, Jr..
year. M,ore
TF.I.EPHONE NIJMBEFtS
Then, at Eastern, the bus trim:
money to do a good "job and render
753-141‘,
Busir.ess Office
.
four years.
Terry Grant, Jimmy Klape, Gene money Was prowided foe judicial servIces
753-1915
-..Classified Advertising
.spotting the seam -from Lexington to
for the'people in Kentucky.
salaries
to
provide
the
Officers
of
quality
the
Kirksey
that
Cathey,
will
ind-Tudor Hughes, Ty Holland
4-H Club are
74-1919'
Retail bisptatoavertising
Richmond was immobilized when the
The governor allocated the money
Oleculation
733;t411
be needed in the future.
Chariest,Mailness, Mary Ellis, Marilyn -is coach ad Haron West is assistant
753-1911
'News and Sporty/De*
oil lines froze up and Eastern had to
and didnIt leave much 16 the discretionThe govexuar did not overlook the
Walker and TIhda Short
• coach.
•
send a bus over to pick im the team.
of the legislature. -7•''w•
•
•
WASHINGTON-While trade
negotiator Robert Strauss was talking
Japan into admitting more American
beef irhports, the U. S. embassy in
Tokyo was privately bemoaning
_pressure Tat on the Japanese-by_ U. S.
Senators.
The pattern of hand-wringing by U.S.

•
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Garrott's Galley

A Candidate For Nature's
Number One Good Luck Kid

The Editor's
Notebook-

By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor'
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Lady Race? Lose Lead,

PHOTO
SPECIALS

Is=ri

RIG

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

•

The Murray State Lady
one dazzling move to the 22 and Murray State 19. From
The Lady Racers drop to 6-9
Racers keep getting closer,
basket when she 'trove the field, Middle shot 38 of 82 on the season and will play a
but they're still a little bit
through the lane-on the left for a .463 pace while MSU was very tough Union University
away from where Coach Jean .side and scooped up a shot
395 on 30 of 76 shooting.
on the. road Thursday. Then
Smith wants them.
from under.
Gates' 17 points and eight Saturday, the Lady Racers
For all but five minutes of
At ,intermission, the Lady rebounds led the Racers in will go along with the men to
the first half, the Lady Racers
Racers led 36-29.
both departments. Barbie Clarksville where they will
TlinCaigios
played some of their best ball
The second half was a Herndon added 12 points and tangle with Austin Peay at
of the season Monday night
nightmare. Six minutes into Parrish, perfect from the field 5:15 p.m.
50c OFF
against
talented Middle
the period, the game was tied with five agitate in,five atp-'On Any 20 Exposure
Tennessee.. They continued
tempts. added 10 points. .
ft4ga ft-eta M6.
04 vFLuet0 & PRINTED
*
into the-second half but about
0-3
0-0 1
?downs dropped to a season- Carter
Li WI OW ROLL PIN cycimie,
Mcebteusattan
4s,
0-5
2-4 4
seven minutes into the final 20
low eight points while Lynn hit Hannah. ,,, 10-21
2-2 3
22
minutes, the Racers lost their
Hoffman
2-2
0
0-0
4
just
two of 11 from the floor
IPAG it+
McKinney . . . 5-13
7111V6VZSZISEISEI '#10 "X
4-6 14
14
brilliancy.
and scored five in her lowest Bolan
0
0-1
0-0
0
They lost more than
23
point total of the season also. Amos ,, 10-16 3-7..J5
Lance
2
1-1
14- 2
brilliancy too as they wound
"Our map-to-man fullcourt Zitney
3-7
143
8
up dropping an 89-65 contest to
7-14
64 _Ilk
14
press hurt. us somewhat in this K Carter.
Totals .1
Se 1.142,411 1 89
5x7COLOR
the Blue Raiders.
,
game.Itturned the game with
mere,/ Stet*
"I've thought about it and
ste Mugs-around as we.-.--.-.fg-fga
ft-fta rto Pi IV
thought about it," Smith said.
740
worked it to perfection then at ,
Enlargancnt
11an
0
.
0 61.
I
"It was an interesting game.
Western Kentucky Saturday, Iformein.. , -643 0-0 .4_1. 13
ANY Kiln OR WW1 isFGAIIIVSBut
what
I'm
trying
to
do
is
it
1-2
blew upon us. We missed
.
111V6 lIASITLEALARGMEATT PLR COUPON
0-0 23 3
slowly coining out. They are
our tat double figure scorers, Bars. _ _
-411,0".4
3-10 0-0 2 1 8
playing the way I want them
5-5 0-0 1-• 2 10
Mounts and Lynn. Both of Parrish
7-10 3-4
Gates
3 17
TRAPPED — A Middle Timsesesa perm is trapped hy kv
too for longer periods of time.
,them had off-nights.
Hughes.....,....0-5 0-0 3 0 0
Parrish
(left) old Nary Jane Gates (right). Gatos caw off the
But the fact remains they
Petrie
2-6
0-0
5
3
4
"Gates certainly played
Totals
30-78 5-9 42 23 65
beach to score 16 peints and pace the Lady lacer scoring.
haven't put it together for a
well as did Herndon and Middle
29 60-19
whole game," Smith added.
Murray
36
CAW nose by Mho Ihseles1
Parrish," Smith added.
. The Lady Racers fell behind
early and trailed by as much
"We can find ways
as eight points in the first few
the tax laws can
-Minutes.
But Smith made a change
save you money."
midway through the half as
the Racers were downl1-14:
Smith took out leading scorers
Any 12
Jackie Mounts and Laura
Lynn, bothiof whom were not
playing well.
The pivot was taken over by
Henry W aIoo1 6-1 sophomore Mary Jane
We
are
uscornetax specialGates
who
responded
10 ""
ists. We ask the right quesbrilliantly. Gates took charge
tions. We dig for every O0,
on the boards at both ends of.v
honest deduction and
the floor and the Racers
credit.- We want to leave
no stone unturned to make
rattled off 12 consecutive
fier_á. you pay the smallpoints, taking a 26-21 lead.
eatrimate
ie
tax.That'ii
Also playing brilliant bait irtKeian: NW -1 why w•
the first half was senior forshould do your taxes.
at45-45. Middle then went on a •••
ward Bev Parrish who made
16-2 tear and proceeded to
•
blow the -Racers off the floor.
THE MOW TAX PEOPLE
g BAGS—BELTS—MOTORS—FANS—NOSES—BAGS—BELTS— MOTORS—FANS—
Middle came into the- contest
with
a
7-7
record.
They
0
had lost hy only two* a game
with powerful Kentucky ind
•
by five in oVartinie to OVC
FINAL PLAY — The scoreboard clock in the upper left corner tells the story. Mike Men hes his
OFFICE HOURS:
pewer Morehead. -hands on the buff but his heck is to tire Racers' basket mid Neff couldn't get off a shot beets
9am tog pm Weekdays
9 arn to 5 pm Sat,
It was the inside power of
the lamer sounded. for details, see per seven.
tht-Blue Raiders that proved
to be the main difference in
the contest as Middle had an
Home I Commercial
overwhelming 61-42 lead on
Model
6003
the *boards.
10
Middle placed four of their
players in twin figures. In the
turnover department, it was
close with the Raiders having
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You Can Lease This Wrecker For...

JUST

er4
ver',
thit

Reg.$1.97
first
rteci
bus

, WI
rt in
ck,''
ran:
to
the
d to

12 Months

*2 Pieces of Fish Filet
*Crisp French Fries
*Creamy Cole Slaw
*2 Southern-Style Hushpuppies
*Regular Drink

1.69

24 Months

MOIL
TVES.
WED.
T1IIIRS.

Captain D's
A great little seafood place.

MURRAY
753-9383

$300°°
$27500

Gates Up For Two

36 Months

$250"

Tourney Set

48-Months

$225°°

HARTFORD,Conn.TA.r —
The 1978 Hartford World Cup
tennis tburnament will talso
place March 9-12 in the New
Havel Coliseum, according to
the tournament's spomor
The four-day tournament,
which features a best-of-seven
series between teams of top
tennis professionals from the
United States and Australia,
usually, takes place at the
Hartford Civic Center.
The Civic Center's roof.collapsed last Wednesday tfter a
heavy snowfall, negssitsfing
a change to a new location.
The tournament is Woosored by Aetna Life &
Cisitaity.
'Nth

Yon Pay Up Keep,-Tires, Maintenance-J-1c.
See J. H. Nix, Jerry Boyd, Mickey Boggess & Jan Dalton

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet,Inc.

U.S 641 South
•

-

a.

753 2617
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Western 5-1 In League,
AloneTAtóp Standi

College Basketball Scores
V MI 119; Davidson IS
By The Associated Press
OA Sanifnr
- • -. %AV
C.W. Post 83,Quinnipiac 79, 80
'
MIDWEST
OT
Cfncinnati yr Pittsburgh 80;
California, Pa. 102;
OT
Jeff.61
DePaul 100,St Louis81
Fairleigh Dickinson 631
-Notre' Dime 78, Dastmouth
• • Morgan ST54
64
Hofstra 75.Vermont 7Z
- °hie St 80, Michigari71 - 7
Maine 79, Valparaiso 66
S Illinois 66, Wichita §,t 59
Niagara85,Canisiei73
SOUTHWEST ,or
54
Tufts70,
Alcorn 117, Prairif View 92
Williams 71, Wesleyan,
Arkansas 56, Baylor 55,01
Conn.53
Bradley 81, W Texas 77
SOUTH
.Alabartlal.84tentucky 62
Grambling Si, Texas So 46
Albally:Ga 90,Benedict 75
Pan American 106, Texas 59,
Carson-Newman
Luth 85
Belmont Col 57 .
- Rice66;Texas Chris 58
E Tennessee 75, E Kentucky
• :Texas 79, Texas A&M 7,7,0T
69
Texas-Arlington 90, -Teitis
Florida 61, Mississippi
West84
Louisiana St 90, Auburn 79
FAR WEST
Mississippi St 79, Vancierbit
New Mexico St 90, Tulsa 75
73
_
Cirlsans
New
----GOLF
Jac-Xsonville 82
HOUSTON - Twelve forN Alabama 53, Troy 49
U.S. Soper) and PGA
Charnpions filed a class action _
Spartanburg-67
suit against the ProfessiOnal
N Caro-Wilmington 81, Golfers Association, attacking
Georgia So 68
a new PGA rule which would
S Alabama 70,S Florida 61
eliminite their, lifetime
Tennessee St 76.. Kentuck' exemptions from qualifying
'West 63
, for PGA tournaments.
-Tea- 66,
Tennessee
The suit was filed in state
Morehead 57
district court of Judge Peter
- UNC-Charlefte 42. Georgia --Solite by Houston attorney
t71 Jack McConn in behalf of pro
golfers Jackie Burke, Julius
Boros, Doug Ford, Jay and
Lionel Hebert, Don January,
Dave Marr, Bobby Nichols,
Bob -Rosburg, Gene- Sarazen,
Sam Snead and Ken Venturi.
Under the old rule, any PGA
or U.S. Open winner prior to
1970 received a lifetime exfrom qualifying for
emLition
For Your
tour events.

Middle Tennessee Improved
'By The AssieteletTIPress
--Jainear---Johnson its record to 12-5 overall and 4iarhythm, 2 in the conference, while the
the
providing
Western Kentucky continued Racers dropped to 5-12 and 1-5.
At Morehead, Ky., Bobby
to the beat ()fits winning ways
and took a firmer grip on first Porter scored 24 points and
place in the Ohio Valley grabbed 11 rebounds to lead
past
Tech
Tennessee
Conference basketball race.
The Hilltoppers defeated' Morehead.
With the scored tied 29-29 at
Austin Peay 91-83 Monday
night as Johnson, a 6-foot-7 intermission, the Golden
senior forward, scored 27 Eagles outscored Morehead
eight 16-6 in the first 4:38 of the
collared
points,
rebounds and blocked three second half and stayed in
command the rest of the way.
shots.
In other OVC games, Middle Butch Blalock scored six
Tennessee State shaded points and Porter and Marc
Murray State ,on a last-minute Burnett added four apiece
free throw, Tennessee Tech during the surge.
Guard Herbie Stamper led
downed Morehead 66-57 and
with 23 points.
Morehead
back
set
State
Tennessee
East
Tennessee Tech is now 7-8
Eastern Kentucky 75-69.
All eight conference teams overall and t2 in the OVC,
are idle tonight. Western tying the Golden Eagles with
Kentucky hosts Dayton in a Middle Tennessee for second
nonconference game -Wed- place. Morehead is 3-10
overall- AZ-winless-in -five
nesday night,:.1 •
Johnson registered two conference games.
At Richmond, Ky., B.J.
baskets from underneath the
hoop to b?eak a 68-68 tie and "Johnson scored 20 points and
put Western Kentucky ahead Scott Place, a 6-foot-6 center,
of Austin Peay with seven took down 17 rebounds to fuel
MARVELOUS MIKE - Murray's amavalsoo las Moil
minutes left. The Hilltoppers East Tennessee's defeat of
displays his beautiful shooting We as ho Ism up sad egos
took command in the game's Eastern Kentucky.
hie ball in over Sleepy Taylor (311) of the Iles Ilehlers.
second half with a torrid
Eastern, trailing 34-28 at
finished with 35 points.
Shooting-d1Splay,Striking 21 of
31 floor shots. The contest was halftime, scored the first four
tied 15 times before the points of the second half. But
East Tennessee then oatwinners broke away.
The Hilltoppers are now scored the Colonels 16-8 over
first in the.0Ye---with a 5-1 the next-five minutes, with
record, showing a 9-8 Mark Johnson getting half of the
overall. Forward Otis Howard -visitors' total.
The Colonels again cut the
and guard Dennis Pagan
for
ic game,
the
each
said
te nnthe
"
.leir
points
,
. Fla
fokur
mismatches.
mar
d to
c
24
a
lev
scored
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Alabama coach of his decision Austin Peay, which dropped to but a layup by Joe Perry and
;.
AP Sports Writer
The brawn's'', Kentucky to go with a threeguard 9-7 overall and • 3-3 in the two free throws by Johnson
have been tearing starting lineup. "But it conference. Howard also led settled the affair.
Wildcats
Life
The Buccaneers raised their
TENNIS
this season, created mismatches for all rebounders with 14.
country
the
apart
Health
with a 3-2
1
PHILADELPHIA - Tim but Monday night they finally Kentucky, too -their size and. _ At Murray, Ky., Leroy season log to 10-5
throw
free
a
our
match
sank
defending
couldn't
Coleman
OVC
strength
defeated
Gullikson
points
their
with
caught
got
Home
f
with 16 seconds remaining in is 8-8 and 3-3 in corrferepee„
champion Dick Stockton 3-6,7Car
rreTetine was the 'game- to give -Middle
Lovell Joiner scored 20
Ge opening round pc- .II
78-77.4victory
as
was
its
too,
Pro
factor,
obvious
and Kenny Elliott 19 for
Tennessee
U.S.
an
points
2225,000
tt1f
the
Farm
Irld°Qr • Coach JOeHall, that after
over Murray. Coleman's shot Eastern Kentucky.
Tennis Championship. first five Reggie King's 26 points.
the
of
tempo
Business
The results were almost gave the Blue Raiders a 78-75
minutes, we weren't in it."
GET THE SHIrLD
'The nation's trip-ranked disastitus- for two of the lead, lust' enough to prevail
Muff,
college basketball team stood nation's other ranked teams after Murray's Mike
Previous
Rattng
the
ONE Nerd
around like "watehing the fez- as No.. 4 -Arkansas had who scored 35 points, sank
9-8
5-1
six
Western Kentutay
with
basket
final
subduing
before
game's
problems
06.2
86.2
to
according
1.-Lawma
fair,,.!
Ronnie Ross
tivitie,4 at a
, 4-2 12-5
Middle Tennessee
63.6
43.6
7-8
4-2
Tennessee Tech
as result_lOst a 78- Baylor 56-55 in overtime and seconds to go: Murray trailed 2.11lglunan
and
Hall,
81.5
81_5
3. Mayfield
210 E. Main
34 10-5
East Tennessee
77.5decision to sky-high No. 15 Texas outlasted Texas by as many es-15 points in the, (=Marshall Co. 77.5
9-7 62
34
Austin Peav
75.9
77.0
with
5. Calloway CO
led.68-67
but
tough
Phone 753-0489
similarly
half,
a
in
first
A&M
7947
3-3M
Eastern Kentucky
.
Alabama.
80.0
74.6
Mary's
St.
6
14 5-12
Murray State
,overtime game. Elsewhere, 5:02 left: But a technical foul 7 Murray
77.0
73.0
no.
defeat,
bitter
a
was
-It
045 4-10
Morehead
72.5
bench 8. Fulton Co.
72.5
question about that," said Hall No. 5 Notre Dame turned back was called on Murray's
44.5
71.8
9.Symsonia
Tennessee's
Middle
No.
19
and
aad
78-64
Dartmouth
70.2
M. Carlisle Co. • 70.2
after losing his first game of
sank
65.0
Taylor
See Marjorie Major
69.0
Wino
"Sleepy"
10011.
Claude
the year in the unfriendly DePaul walloped St. Louis
71.0
685
Lowes
.
Consu ran r
two free throws to put the Blue 13 Ballard Mern. 66.2
68.2
atmosphere of Alabama's 81.
67.0
Ron Brewer hit a 20-foot- Raiders ahead for good. They 14. 1-fickman Co. 866
FAR
in
arena
electrified
59 0
the 15. Fulton City 640
after
possession
retained
give
to
at
buzzer
the
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
shot
jump
61 0
2
62
16. I-kath
Tuscaloosa. "They were
tip,
a
on
scored
63.9
,and
585
technical
19.
tense
Field-land
NEEDS.
its
TRAVEL
Arkansas
YOUR
ALL
psyched up and the crowd was sluggish
545
545
Sedalia
in by Greg Joyner, who led the 18.
and
keep
Baylor
over
NoCharge by us.
victory
530
530
Farm
Fancy
19,
going wild.
points.
24
with
48.9
489
Raiders
20. Farmington
of
heels
the
on
Razorbacks
the
Price same as direct.
Actually, it was a little more
For Information and
map=
Southwest
the
in
Texas
to
led
that
than piychology
Travel literature call
The
race.
Kentucky's first loss after a Conference
Longhorns kept a step ahead
753-GOGO (464.6)
victories. It was ,
by beating Texas A&M as Jim
kihits House Office Luiding,
Newton's game plan.
711 Moist Street
'We knew we couldn't Krivacs scored 26 points. The
match Kentucky in size and Aggies had a chance to win the
knew we'd have some game, but missed three shots
in the last 13 seconds of
regulation.
71-67-1 PUBLISHER'S COPY
iMm
Dave Batton and Duck
• '
_ Williarns each scored 18 pOin
-Reurolidated-Repertmf Cemslitios "
- ---to lead Notre Dame's victory.
KENT9CK
• sad Domestic Subsidiaries at tkekrimus of
tbe State of
De-Paul whipped St. Louis
December 30,,
with the help of Curtis
bom- b,.on
Watkins' 20 points.
.,Thou
001
SKEET.
AMFL -Sdt "ern
-19
7
C
Cu!, arse to.
7 7-1
'
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Truck & Car Corner,

FORD

wah-...k

Alabama Shocks 'Cats
Snap Streak At 14

OVC Standings

Region Ratings-
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23- College Cage Poll
.

Non.
None
-Nona

O
A

4
10

Loans Net
.
.
10 0..ect tease hnartc,ng
-It-,Bank premrses. furnrture and fish/res. and other assets representing bans premeses
12 Beal estate owned other than bank prenftses
13 Investments m unconsh,dated subsehares and assOcrated con/panes
pl. CuttOrrlerA 1‘abrfttY to thil bah* On aceePtinces outstanding
G
.
TS Other assets
c

-

.16„__TOT4t, ASSETS ,sum of .terls 1 thru 151

.
-1-1921ETTlES 1th
F
cOrPorvelent
17 Demand. depose; of treftveluals. partnershen. and
F
10 Tnne and sav.ngs deposes of indiveduals. owtnershops, and corporethns
F
19 Deposes of Uneed States GOvernntent '
F
20. Deposrts of States and poleocal subchnhons
F
31 Deposes of foreem governments and ofetc•I tnstitubons
F
22. Depo1/411./otehellilltotcwo bonus .. .
23- Ce.tifieti and olticers checks
It TOTAL DtPOSITS (sum of rtems 17.10.0 23)
F
a Total demand deposes
F
b Total ton,. and sevmge deposes
E
report
tO
Mee
agree
',lints
under
sold
secuntes
25 Federal funds purchased and,

17
18
19

310
1477

A
11+C
-11+C
Ai

11
If

7
672

3
4
5+.0-

20
None 21
None 22
23
24
a

A+9+C
A+2+c,

6

9

er 1,00,14,05et
ebites for bornheed money
26 Ott..'
, ._., ..
21_ J4ortgage Jodebtadnees
-._ __._ .___._.
22. Acceptances efecuted by or for account of this bank and outstand.ne
9
•
'
29 Other Athletes
30 TOTAL LIABILITIES (excludmg subordmated notes end debentures)
31 Subordinated notes and debentures

None 25
None 26
Anne 27
None 22
None 29
C76 30
130 31

9

EQUITY CAPITAL
32
$3

• No shares outstandrng
a. No shares euthonzed
„ b. No. shams ouistomsua

Preferred stock
Common stock

None
3,000
3,000

32

(Par value) -

3033
240
35 35

(Par value)

U. Surplus

-

--

_

Ia Resistor contmgenctei and other sports' ta•rwk
_
.
37 TOTAL EQUITY CAPITA/ (sum of dems.,..32_thru_NS)
• T0TAL L4ABILIVES AND EQUITY CAPITAL sum o/ demo 30 3* and 37
MEMORANDA
1 Averses for 30 colander does onchng ante cad deem
•
• Cosh rand4k.• from banks (conesponds to Kern 1 stover
Federal( funds sold and securrtres purcnesed under egret...lents to rimed 7021219110a00( TB nen' 3 ebor0)
*wee)
ea
rtern
to
(corresponds
loons
Tots,
c
Tone deposits of $100.000 or non. (corgroponds to reernorande rterns la plus lb Won)

523
N32

5

9 Sot
None
None
None

.3. Verne dapeerts of *400.000.r mere NM alsall mom.'
a Tune cerbhcales of depose tn deriorturtehons iLg 8100.000 or woe..
,
tft Other tmel detlotets on ernes/Ma of 2100000 Or MOM
Boblsy J. Latimer, Cashier

205

707

• Total dews" (corresponds to 4ern 24 above)
to Awn 25.above)
Fedora. funds purchased and swooshes soft under rigrearmeres to nspeneneee toorrs000nds
mem modems to. asfltmee moues moremoomis to dam 24 stove)
•
atendby 14441orenof code outstendong (ea oi ego dies
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By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
basketball poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
recor ds through Monday's
games and total points. Points
basedon20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-65-4-3-2-1:
_
1. Kentucky(56) .144 1-320960
,2. Marquette 14-1
802
3. N: Carolina 15-2
666
4. Arkansas 16-1
581
5. Notre Darnell-3
539
13-2
6. UCLA
478
7. Mich. St. 14-1
15-2
470
8. Kansas
15-1
317
9. Prov.
255
10. Syracuse 13-2
221
14-3
11. Duke
200
12. Louisville 11-3
160
13-2
13. Ind. St.
142
14. N. Mexico , 13,2
137
13-2
15. Texas
103
16. Geolown 13-2.
69
PFOrida St.- 14-2
66
12-2
18. Virginia
39
49. DePaul_ _ 14-2
38
20. Illinois St. 16-2
GOLF
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif. Tom Watson holed a four-foot
par putt on the second playoff
hole to beat Ben Crenshaw and
score his second victory of the
season as he won the rain delayed Bing Crosby National
Pro-Am Golf Tournament.
Watson, who blew a threestroke lead late in the day, had
a chance to win the title outright on 72nd hole but his putt
just Missed. The 1977 Player
of the Year, who became only
the 'second player to successfully defend the Crosby,
-t,'-had a final round'of M.
__
_ .

•

1976 LTD 4 dr. whitewith black vinyl roof
14,000 mi.
1977 T-Bird white with green vinyl roof 11,000
Mi.

1977 Granada Ghia 4 dr. dove with dove grey
roof, extra sharp with all the options.
1976 Datum 6-210 Tangerine...nice.
1975 Volkswagen 2 dr. emerald green 39,000 mi. .
1978 Ford Elite red, white roof bucket seats,
power steering, power brakes, air.
1917 Ranchero cream...like new.
4 ton 4 w/dr. red and white
3
1.976 Ford F-250 /
automatic power steering, power brakes,
free running hubs.
1978 Ford F-150 Super Cab bronze and white.
1976 Chevrolet 1 ton parcel del. van, blue.
1976 Chovrolot Cheyenne Pick-Up cop
tan power _steering, power brakes, air,
27,000 ml.
a

1918 Ford F-150 _411/dr. green automatic, -VeVer brakes.
power stee
1976 jeep 4 w/dr.gold.
1971 Explorer white with blue explorer tapeing,
power steering, power brakes, air.

ern% ton burgundy and wiliteL. _

ISM ford F-150 4 w/dr. red with long wheel
base.
Call 753-5273 or Our Salssmsa At Rome
Gary Turner 753-7736
Ed West 753-3084
Ron Wright 753-0156
Carlos Jones 753-2471
Paul Garland 759-1651
David Parker 753-5180
James Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833
_
_ :4011Pliter 753-265f
we aha rant ears sea day to day basis. Call or lee Joke
Ilatahiaa 75S-1111i

PARKER FORD
701 Mal/

753-5273

Murray, Ky.

s

Pagliars Pizza and Italian Restaurant

,41101

corporittons
:3 Oblogetmns of other US Government ...fences and.
. 4. ObUgabons of States and peht.cal subdntsons
.I...._
and debentures
, 3._0ther bonds, notes. ._ ,... .
6- Corporate. stock .
.7 Tradtng account sr/Conte,
B Federal funds sold and s4cuntes purchased undo aoreernents to resell
,o Loans Total fescluchng unearned ,ncorne/
9,
---...
b Less. Reserve for v....OW loan losses
.

SEE THE BEST IN USED CARS I TRUCKS

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Inside
Dining

With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

Only

NIDMIMMNS9A":3M898KM=Rs0.";
.**EN
.
•-"!c's,.11•96ei
1

Super SpecialFor Kids 1/
/2 Price
Spaghetti and Salad

4t:-:en?„0-,4•mtomaame

massmossomm$.:„.,0,,,,,k4„

'414.W919,

0.4.

Wednesday Night

4 to 10 p.m.

Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99c
Luxurious Dining
for 250 People

Guarante
Quick
Service
Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers

Pagliai's Pizza
Home of The Bottomless Coke

510 MGin

753-2975

4.=
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-Another_
Giame, Middle- Whit- 78-77

-

By MIKE BRANDON
minutes, MSU was extremely
Ledger & Times Sports Editor terrible. In the final half, they tried to get the ball to Muff minutes of the game where had his .usual outstanding fans will stick with the club.
who had been carrying the Murray found itself down 10-0. game& and Warren got
hot in However, 'the odds are the
If there were to be a contest were extremely impressive...
At one pornt. the Racers the second half and..blt,gome Racers will end the first half
and the object would be to But in the end, they were offensive load all evening.
Just as Muff touched the trailed 34-19 in the first half big baskets-fer us.
of the league.race with -1,6
describe the Murray State exiremely heartbroken and
ball, the final buzzer went off but trimmed the gap to nine at '.'We played great defen- mark as Murray must
basketball team in five words disgusted.
play at
and Muff was unable to get a 38-29 at intermission.
sively in the second half but Austin Peay Saturday.
or less, here's one entry that
Down 78-75, the Racers cut shot off, sending
The Racers first tied the Just couldn't stop Joyner. We
several
The second half of the
might be a winner:
the' gap to one when mar- Racer players
to
the
score
floor
at the 7:01 mark of the couldn't have stopped him league race will kick off
in
a
'Like an unemployed bone velous Mike Muff-scored on a
display of emotion, heart- second half when hot-shooting with a rake. We've played
well February 4 when the Racers
surgeon"...Why, you might short jumper with just six
break and frustration, which Jim-my Warren hit from the enough to be 14-3 instead
of 5- host East Tennessee.
ask, is that a good phrase to seconds left in the game.
-just about sums up:the entire 1:ircie to inakeit a 62-62 game. 12.
describe the Racers?
--MAddliWM NIPPY to,80 out
Murray then called a timeout. --season for Murray.
- The first lead came a minute
'This is one of the most of Murray win or no,win. As
Simple, neither one can get
Middle inbounded the ball
"We haven't had any luck," later -'when Warren scored exciting teams I've
had. they were leaving town, their
a break.
and Julius Brown was trapped Meer coach Fred Overton from
22 feet out • for a 64-63 There's no telling how good we bus skidded out of control and
After staging a brilliant by Muff and 6-11 Danny
said. "This group has worked Racer edge. Murray held could have been if we would wound up
in a. ditch. The
second half of basketball and Jarrett but Muff was whistled
like crazy and you'd think the leads of 66-65 and 68-67 before have just had some breaks driver of the' bus
received a
erasing a 15-point deficit, for the foul. Brown missed the
old adage of the harder I the technical foul gave Middle along the way.
broken wrist and was taken to
Murray State overtook Middle free throw, Murray rebounded
work, the lucker I get' should -the lead for the rest ,of the
"Since the game with the Murray-Calloway County
Tennessee only to fall short in and cleared -the ball down the
apply to this team. They have game.
Mississippi College, we've hospital. Another driver had
the final seconds as the lane.
worked so hard and stayed
Greg Joyner's 35 led Middle played well together. It's to come from Nashville to take
Racers lost a heartstopping
Junior guard Bobo Jackson together through all the
Tennessee. The 6-7 junior unfortunate fr the kids that the team back to Murleague game before a had the ball in' front df the problems
we've had. ,
from--Philadelphia was like, they couldn't come
—
wild crowd in the Sports Riker bench, about 40 feet
with a freesboro.
•
"They showed a lot of Muff, unstoppable. Senior victory. But we still.M$
can make
Arena.
from the basket and at a 45 character, a lot of class and guard
Slid&
Taaerssaml
added
20
Sleep);
Taylor
it. 1 still believe in this club.
It was a game of extremities 'degree angle from the hoop.
(434
49 MI6 X. X SP
hung in there and believed points but hurt the Racers With the exception of the Joyner
642 44 -5 -2 34
for the Racers. In the first five Instead of shooting, Jackson
14 44 I 3 6
that something goad was with his 12 of 16 free throw games at Kansas and Indiana,
Martin
44 04 10 5 8
going to happen. The last five shooting.
I think we could have won Taylor
44 12-16 0 I 20
•
0-1 0 4 0
minutes of the first half and
Muff's 35 led Murray while them all, even the one at Armstrong .....
except for a little spell in the Wilson had 20 and Warren, Western Saturday.
:
:v
ilro
uption4
:
06
:
"
*.7 14: °
i
0o1
-l4
1i 44)34
6
4
memr
2114
,
2soute
24-30 23 19 711
second half, we played about sitting out much of the second
-They blew us out late in the Totals
NIGH 501001(111t)
as well as we possibly can half with foul trouble, added 13 game but I think we could
Ballard Memorial atST. MARY'S by three
fg-fga. &Rs rb la
play," Overton saidL-L.:-. — -POint3.
LONE OAK at Reidland by 14
.7have beaten them. The kids
In looking back utt- tha-loss,
"We got the ball inside deserved to win ..this___one
rataggalla
SYMSONIA at Farmington by 20
•
. 2-6
14 1 1 II
Overton accepted' the total better than we have in quite a , tonight...I just hope people warren
Lowes at WINGO by seven
6-13 1-4 2 4 VS
%niter
Wilson,
stAtss
SKIM
who played toe of his
Muff
1341 NO
blame.
while," Overton said. —
S X
MAYFIELD at Fancy Farm by 24
will keep coming out and Jackson
finest gems of his career, soars iaittire for a slaw dustk after
2
14 04 1
Ahead 68-67 with 4:24 left,
"Wilson and Jarrett were watching us," Overton added. Lowry
-Crittenden County at MARSHALLCOUNTY by21
1.3 64 • 6- 2
sesistposs from Mks Muff. Wilson scored 16 points
Sahli
the Racers were on defense just super inside anrw
e-liiid
- Carlisle County at CALLOWAY COUNTV by14 ,
He needn't worry , about Kelly
Leffler
ondeedeivne
and
64 1
10 reitoioas for-101.
-14
—When Skeeter
was some good playoff the bench ffiät.'Tf the Racer* play as well Totals
Season Record: 64-22 high school.
13-X 43 20 /7
Middle
40-74
38
called
for
a
from
foul.
Overton
Leffler
and
Lowry.
Muff
OVC(Wednesday)
• is they did the last half, the Mrs-re?
(2441If Ifsetes ma.Imam)
29 4S-77
charged off the bench and
DAYTON at Western Kentucky by six
toward the scorer's table. A
OVC(Thursday)
new rule, and one rarely
East Tennessee at APPALACHIAN STATE by four
enforced,
says that a coach
OVC Record: 54-20
can not get up off the bench
and be on the sidelines.
It just so happened, this
time it was enforced. And
..since.. the .technicaL .was. on
Overton', Middle was awarded
two free throws. They made
both of them then on the
possession, missed a shot but
Greg Joyner rebounded and it
turned out to be a four-point
play, giving the Raiders a 7168 lead.
"I'll take the blame for it,"
Overton said.--Phi - the excitement of the game, I
thought the guy was keeping
Wilson from getting to the
loose ball by holding him. So
when they called the foul, I
went toward the scortr's table
and just said,'I think he was
holding Wilson," Overton
explained.
Murray never regained the
lead.
It was a shame the Racers
had to lose because they did
play well. Muff was awesome,
in fact, he looked like a
professional, player as time
and time again, he crashed the
offensive boards for tips and
putbacks.
Danny Jarrett, who had
looked so good in the Evansville Tournament then hit a
slump after the death of his
father, was brilliant.
Jarrett had '10 rebounds in
the game and certainly,
showed no timidness under the
offensive boards as he held his
own with Middle's muscle
market.
Jarrett also had, four
blocked shots bithe game.
Also looking brilliant was the
6-4 Wilson who played his best
game of the season and looked
like the player he's capable of
being in every game.
Wilson would explode off the
SAME TEAM - Danny Jarrett and Main Tbirdkill (35) batfloor and grab rebounds,
tle for the ball but Jarrett was wit, psilkig the rebound and
several times exciting the
pen* it back in the basket. Jared'jirtiesit Aim
crowd. He bad TO rebounds,lilt
0
0
sad bed four blocked shots hi*,(=test.
seven of 11 shots including
several from far out, had two
slam dunks and finished with
16 points.
Not only did those people
play tough but Murray also
got fine bench play, particularly from freshman
guard David Lowry and from
junior forward Tom Leffler.
In addition, the Racers
played one of their best floor
games of the season, making
just 12 turnovers. Eight of
those 12 turnovers came in the
E.F.-Jehnson's U SA•s_made- 40-chan nej,Messenger'
first half and five of those
4123 has exclushve single-chip PLL. frequency syneight came in the first five
thesizer plus- "vOicil tailored" atidili* Circuitry, for
clean sound, electiOnic speech compression for
im roved transmit range, ANL, variable squelch
21-4124
n
uby red LEO channel readout. Positive op,
negative ground for use in any vehicle. With power '
A tasty value, (..I.OUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)connector, mounting bracket and hardware., A
the voting breakdowns and
Recko_Shack bargain!
A complete
teams in the Associated Press
Meal, priced right!
CHARGE IT /MOST STORES)
high basketball poll, with first
onlv
You'll- enjoy a-quality steak
•
place votes in pafentheses:
with rich creamy gravy,,youTthoite of potato.
1.0wensboroApollo( 16)19-0
2.ShelbyCo.(2)13-3.
and a- thick site* of Stockade Toast.,Plud salad
3,Lex.HenryClay13-2
with your °twice of dressing, plus your drink
JOHNSON CB CLOSEOUT AVAILABLE AT-STORES BELOW.AND PARTICIPATING DEALERS
4.Cov.Holmes12-1
5.Lou.Ba
6.Frankfort 5-1'
I." 7.Lex.Lafayette7-3
Cep*, 8.Lex.BryauStation8-3
eld8-2
rgriftl'
Mow 11 asilmaX

High School Predictions

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

WE BOUGHT OUT THE
ENTIRE FACTORY STOCK
TO BRING YOU THIS
OUTSTANDING BARGAIN!

Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday

FEATURES "POWER BAR" METER
AND LED CHANNEL INDICATOR

Chicken Fry
Steak Meal!

CLOSEOUT PRICE!

Cage Poll

IRWIN :`•

• 153-7100

'

;..-5..-71.64.....40100a.--ArrsessaMMSIMMX01104Cs44.&660ix
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'
Here s How ' -

Here's the Answer
•
scrWlir you
then redrivellie—
-ran fill the vpaning with wood
putty or plastic wood and reset
the screw when the filler has
hardened. You can do the same
thing,. but put the screw in
place gently and let the filler
harden around it. You can close
the hole with a wooden plug
You -clri smear an epoxy glue
around the threads of the screw
to keep it firmly in place when
the glue hardens. Or you can
simply.use a larger screw.

By ANDY LANG
- AP Newsteatures

Conservation Calendar Is a Household Aid
and even seasonal shopping
buys from white sales to Avocados. Another month-is-en
energeqc,y•'checklie for famiEvery American has a - re- "
ly activities. For example, "Do
to
preserve our you plan individual family acsponsibility
--freedoms - arid conserving our tivities
that pool the use of the
resources is one way it can be. automobile" It suggests, too,
done.
that microwave cooking,saves
That message from weilknown international designer w to 75 percent energy over
Roger Rasbach is meant to en- conventional cooking.
As for health - "Preventive
eburage patriotic citizens to do
their own thing in eliminating medicine can save thousands of
waste from their personal, fam- dollars, plus your life."
We find that in the garden, a
ily and community life. But it
isn't easy, admits Rasbach, one small 12-by 15-foot plot can supof the first to own a solar con- ply a family of four with fresh
version home, considered one produce.
There are suggestions for orof the most energy-efficient
ganizing a household; how to
homes in the United States.
have,good mental health about
-- RaSbach's-TvfoVitlint Planner, It; how to,, be a good shopper;
published last- year, explained replacing korrie electrical things
thatludicioUs planning without
waste is the battle of our time.
-n The book was written in an attempt to inspire people to go
about it from every principle
observed by our forefathers durability, economy,'- conservation, permanence,
naturalness, unity.
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP NeWskatures,

with their nonelectrical counterparts.
Sortie file cards are organized
for records of transportation,
maleVrepairs, consumer supplies and other listings including security, medical, fire
and consumer assistance.
There are cards for listing
such facts as equipment warranties and service manuals. It
is a good, convenient arrangement for listing serial numbers
and service dates of major appliances - dishwasher, garbage disposal, freezer, washer
- as well as of small appli,
ances and miscellaneous items
such as cameras and firearms.

Q. - We are thinking of haywas meant by small. "Too
tra room in the house or a twomg a fireplace installed, but
many builders," said one womcar garage? And do you want
an, "seem to think a roorri. 11 _ are somewhat confused by conone bathroom in the master
flicting claims regarding its effeet by 11 feet or thereabouts is
bedroom and one outside it or
ficiency. We know that the
large, when it's really uncomtwo bathrooms outside it?
fortably small." A few who , manufactured types „gite up
- -Mare Issas..almast,,.a... dead
--.-..BY AX12.Y
morestieat, but what we have in
.
specified both rooms should be
AP Newsleatures
•
heat in the replies about living
mind is one of the old-fashioned
medium-sized added that the
- The survey of readers' pref- • room and dining room sizes. In
brick fireplaces. Can you help
two rooms should be in cornerences in houses they might
favor of a large living room
us' Is there any report availbinakun to provide one very
have built showed that. 65 perand a sniall dining room were
able that will give us the facts?
large area.
cent would'rather have one
50.1 percent of the responders.
A. - The type of fireplace
A two-car garage ran far
Large bedroom and two small
Supporting a medium-sized livQ .- I stored two large
you went can best be summed
ahead of a one-car garage -- 87
than three of medium
on
ing room and a medium-sized
boards in our basement severetm
up by a report issued by the
percent to 13 percent even
size... that 67 percent preferred
dining room were 49.9 percent
am
months age. Now .thatnttL.they
United _States Department of
though the smaller garage
the laundry near the kitchen
of the readers. This can be
m, them, i
,
that_ readreo.
t The Conservation ,Calendar
ektee--rooinitri.=-Agrietiaure,
'rather than the bedrooms: .
called - a Moderate surprise, -,rwroultimetits
Kit is published by Walker
'fireplaces are used mire let-NiiVe warped considerably. Is
the house, •'What nearTy every.'zq percent wanted a
and that'
since several architects who
there any way these can be
AitAly.aatain rather thada..din7_
were questioned were sure the ..,1?ody needs," said one man,"is --yiersonal enjoyment than :for
straightened without going
more space on the. outside to 'heating efficiency." A woodlire
• ing room if only one could be. large living room-small dining
through some elaborate proc-An the living room,, or family
- --- -room concept would get the
store equipment needed for uphad.
room warms those fairly near
ess'
keep, toys, etc. That's why so
Next came questions about
but doesn't do very much
A. - It depends on what you
many' garages are filled with
living rooms, garages and bath- most votes, although all admitodnsider an elaborate process.
about warming a house or even
dw anhave ted it would be by a small mara.1
ralainoth
everything imaginable except
uaoldm arather
droyou
oiluaglw
itoo:t
eetW
largi
rooms.
One simple way..- that works
more than a single room. There
gin. Admittedly, there might
automobiles." The 13-percent
most of the time - is to place
is no denying, however, that it
readers were very emphatie in
dining room oi• a medium living have been a lack of precision in
one board ontop of the other
has an esthetic and- paytheir choice, as typified by the
room and. a medium dining the question, since quite a few
ith the convex sides outside;
chological value. Ever notice
comment: "It's silly to ask for
room? Do you prefer a one-car persons _wanted to know what
kat is, so there is an open
_ Now .Rasbach has introduced
Was meant by large and what
a two-car garage, even if you - -the nice feeling you get when -"
zarjg
space between the boarris at •
visiting someone who has a
a Conservation Calendar, a
have to cars, when you can
•
the sienter. You now will need a
fireplace roaring as you enter
daily reminder of how the good
get an extra room instead.
clamp, which is tightened
the house? As for reports on
life can be preserved for our
WherLyou go to sell the house,
I fireplaces, there are dozens of
around the -centers of the
an extra roomdwill add to the
progeny by conserving what we
boards, bringing them together.
them available. The most revalue of the house by a considtoday.
have
cent I have seen was put out by ; Inspect the boards every 24
erable amount; a two-car ga"As we begin again to identithe
off
take
•
apd
clamp)
hours
gathe
Laboratory
Norof
Norwich
one-car
a
than
rather
rage
fy with the spiritual principles
witivN.Y:, and says that more - see• whether the warpage has
rage will add very little if anyEfficient Up To 5000 Watts Free Heat
which created our cbuntry and
disappeared. If riot, reclamp
,than 90 percent of --the heat
evolved the traits of family life.
the
repeat
process
open
every'24
an
from
fireplacegoes.
and
up
Uses -Less Wood
Also one-sided wag. the voting
more than valuable resources
hours. If it is necessary that
the chimney. There are Arian):
will be saved . .. future histoabout bathrooms. Nearly 80
Economical ft Gluier
in
the
straightened
a
be
the
on
boards
heat
devices
recovery
$6995
percent said one bathroom
rians may record this as the
Warranted for
market designed to force more 'shoLter period of time, wet the
should be in the master bedmost
event
centhe
valuable
of
of that wasted heat into the ' boards before clamping them,
2 Full Tears
room, one outside it, as against
tury, a turning point when the
There are few book. pub- _bid more frequent inspections
was
almost 20 percent who thought - home.
to
life
good
restored
truly
then a•e necessary to prevent
lishers that haven't issued pithneither bathroom should be in
America;"Rasbach points out.
lications on fireplaces. Your le---. -warpage in -different parts of
Etut everyone- must become
the main bedroom. Along with
boards.
the
book
and
car-..store
library
cal
this tally, came many suggesinvolyeAdIAIR.494,..
seine-of
ry
The calendar, which Kaibech
tions, about a smell or one-half
iFor either of Andy Lang's
dedicated to line Hogg, the
bathroom somewhere else in
booklets, "Wood Finishing in
Q.
a
When
works
scretv•
founder of the Mental Health
the house regardless of where
the Home" or "How to Inloose and is too big for the hole
7:3 Z;
Association in Texas and a true
the other bathrooms might be
sulate," send 35 Cents and a
in,
standard
was
the
it
is
what
conservationist, is set up to be
located and even if there were
self-addressed
holethe
long,STAMPED,
plugging
for
procedure
a file in a drawer. The backing
only one other bathroom. As.
envelope to Know-How, P.O..
so that the screw will hold sebecomes a folder and the file
one woman put it, "The biggest
Huntington,
redriven?
N.Y.
477,
when
Box
curely
mistake we made was In not
cards are kept encased within.
general
A.
no
11743.
of
is
inThere
Questions
standard
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
having a little bathroom in the
"Energencw" as he calls the
•terest will be answered in the
procedure. Everybody has his
laundry room where it would
energy aspect of the calendar,
but
pet
resetting
her
for
column,
or
individual
method
corre"
—
be reached from me outside
begins at the first month- with
the screw. You can place a
spondence cannot be underlistings for the cost and use of
without going through any oth.
taken.
in
wool
and
steel
hole
the
little
er roorns. Of course, we are re'electricity; gas, fuel, water, oil
tired and spend much time in
---atir-backyard, burr WOOF.
imagine such a bathroom would
••••••,0 •
•TI.4.00IIiC,.Iw
be lust-as necessary for a famiII . 110••
Now!-A beautiful, energy saving wood burly with small children."
The next article will discuss
ning fireplace for every budget.
the answers to questions about
attics versus basements, fireAlso we carry
place locations, traditional vera full line oh
sus contemporary, and an extra
_ room versus .an enclosed rear
Ben Franklin fireplaces
patio.
we
Automatic Wood Heaters
GAlact
supply 'crisis has prompted for -additional insulation
••-. Ivor'
I If you fix things around the
VALLEY _FORGE, PA.- - 1
Wood*
COal Stoves
- fiber most manufacturers to ex- supplies, major insulation
house, you will find much valuDuring the past NImany
Plus
Hearth accessories, glass screens &
by,
nproduction
their
pand
able information - in Andy
.. manufacturers have not
•
glass insulation has-beeii-The
related gift items,
Lang's handbook, "Practical
existing capacities elected to produce this,type of
creasing
preferred type of home in- and 'building new manufacHome Repairs," available by
Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
product. Recent laboratory
h",47/023 P
sending $1.50 to this newspaper
sulation, due to its reliable* turing
facilities. CertainTeed, test conducted on cellulose
07666
N.J
Teaneck,
5,
at^Box
fire
and
thermal performance
qualified sales personnel.
,5••;i4 FIRST FLOOR PLAN
for example, is currently insulation indicate that some
safe characteristics.
its four insulation
operating
A SPECIAL feature of this two-story colonial home is a two-level
Installation
on all items and Bank Hamming
fire retardant chemicals used
The fuel savings potential of
master bedroom suite which- has its own fireplace and private
plants on a 24-hour-a-day, to treat the newspaper tin
available.
upgraded insulation stan„bath. Samuel Paul's Plan HA1023P offers three` additional
sevenay-week schedule, and is cellulose are either corrosive
bedrooms. The total living area is 2,351 square feet on the main
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
dards, emphasized by last
building a new manufacturing or fail to meet fire safty
and upper levels, not including the basement and garage. Opyear's exceptionally cold
753-4150
Chowchilla, standards.
at
complex
tional plans are available
slab-4n-grade construction: For
winter, spiraling fuel costs,.
more information, write to the architect-enclosing.istamped, California. CertainTeed's new
and President Carter's energy
self-addressed envelope-at 107-40 Queens Boulevard, Forest
West coast plant is slated to be
has
program,.
Hills, N.Y. 11375.
conservation
./
in operation in early 1979.
created a record demand for
While changing market_
What does your door do fiber glass insulation. A sharp
when it isn't opening or increase in new housing starts conditions make it difficult to
forecast the long
closing? Just hang there lookof accurately
millions
the
and
ing dull?
term demand for insulation
seeking
are
homeowners who
products, the current high
That's a decorative waste
the fuel saving benefits of
level could continue for at
Doors should be part of a
reinsulation have further
least the next three years
room's total decor, as imporadded to this record demand.
tant as a fine piece of furbased on the reluir_ ements for
shipments
industry
Although
niture.
home construction and
"Quality Appliances At Discount Prices"
new
of insulation are ahead of the
Wood panel doors, for exreinsulating the existing
same period last year, the
ample, contribute to room
housing inventory.
beauty in a number of ways:
unprecedented demand has
satisfy
to
Meanwhile,
• The detail of deep-set panplaced a tremendous strain on
641 North Murray
Across from Colon a
els, and the shadowlines they -industry production capacity. customers a fairly and
gm.sm.rpsbor I
Phon. 753 447g
equitably as possible, Cercreate, add dimension to flatWhile waiting for fiber glass
tainTeed has implemented a
surfaced walls.
catch
to
insulation production
"Fair Share" allocation
• The_variety of authentic
up with demand, reputable
system. The concept si based
panel designs makes the door
like
manufacturers
insulation
on the total pounds of inappropriate for any room
CertainTeed Corporation are
sulation purchased by an
style-Early American,
,titt',4wi.Ka
exhorting homeowners to
.....L!active" customer during the
traditional, European, or conlooking beyond the most
begin
temporary.
second half of 1976, as
obvious sources of heat loss • Wood panel doors can be
measured against current
the attic and walls - and to
stained to enhance the rich
monthly production capacity
focus their attention of less
••-•
natural grain, or painted to
within the company's normal
conspicuous problem areas.
blend with room color.
0
1111
4
1
..
plant shiping areas.
certainTeed suggests using
Real wood panel doors are
on
strain
heavy
the
Despite
storm windows and doors to
available in stock sizes_ at
facilities,-fiber
local lumber-dealeri and -help keep down beat foss. A manufacturing
glass
insulation
manufaccovering
six
plastic
building supply centers.
Because they are easy to
millimeters thick can be turers, such as CertainTeed,
finish and hang, the job can be
substituted for storm win- have maintained a resposible
pricing posture. For most
handled by .do-it-yourselfers.
dows.
This makes decorative doors
Considerable heat loss also part, fiber glass insulation
Be Sure To Stop By and See Our
an easy, practical way to
can be avoided by adequately manufacturers prices have
beautify any room in the
the
of
behind
rest
the
lagged
caulking or weatherstripping.
house.
Caulking can plug small gaps economy. In addition, a recent
and cracks on the exterior ot a study by Council on Wage,and
BEATING THE
Featuring the following lines of appliances
house, where air or moisture Price Stability pointed out
GAS GUZZLERS
that insulation prices have not
may be seeping in.
or have been lower
Weatherstripping, another exceeded
WASHINGTON ( AP) -- As
*Scotsmen Icernakers
'Seth-Zero fkalt-In Refrigerators & Freezers
of living index.
cost
the
than
basic step to winterize a leinne,
the automobile becomes more
*Kitchen-Aid DW's-Compactors-Disposers Mixers
*May S. S Sinks
glass
fiber
insulation
Cost of
expensive to operate with every
•Therrnedor-Built-in Ovens-Cook
*Grill
should create a tight fit betpassing mile, hundreds of inTops Micro Wave Oven
•Tradewind Hoods & Ventilators Can
ween the movable parts of a may be dictated by upward
ventors are eagerly testing alOpeners Toasters
window or door and the frame, shifts in Ithe petroleum in- '
*Ronson-Built-In Mixers
ternative means of locomotion,
flation index. While the
Gamble-Chopping Blocks
advise.
experts
insulation
Geographic.
National
S
say
other
steps manufacture of fiber glass
Still
Most have met with little suchomeowners can take to, insulation is fuel intensive, ft
cess. Both sun-powered and nuis important to note that for
energy includ&
conserve
clear-fueled autos are imprac'Quaker Maid
•Coppes-Nappance-In Oak, Maple & Cherry
•Merillat
furnaee
-changing
filters one BTU of fuel needed to
tical because of structural
insulation,
15.2
BTU's
make
often
problems, Geographie- notes.
WE
*EASY CREDIT
- checking furnace ef_ are saved every year in its
Electronic cars still need a suSERVICE
allow
use.
would
TERMS
per battery which
ficiency
Become.one of our many satislivd
WHAT
trips of more than 40 to 75•FREE DELIVERY
- closing the fireplace The heavy demand for inmiles, and steam-powered cars
sulation has encouraged many
subscribers who enjoy having
.BUY TODAY
not in use „when
SELL
WE
damper
need better boiler-heating fuel.
their local newSpapej delivered
repairing hot water faucet new insulation producers to
enter the market, particularly
leaks
Some experimenters say that
right to their door!
a blend of alcohol with 72 perpulling draperies shut at' inthe production of cellulose
insulation, where the initial
cent gasoline, called 'gasohol,
.
night
actually improves mileage.
--- opening draperies toward investment is relatively low.
Others have distilled methane
In the opinion of 'many exgas from banimal manure, the Sunlight during the day perts, products offered by
which they say may give the- ,k -turning cloy/ft' the* thermostarat night or when away . Many of these firms do not
equivalent of 30 miles to the
• Cell loday:,15-1916
• . meet recognized safety
Kellen. -The Texas cattle count - from home
'MURRAY. KENTUCKY
said one fan,-"May be t4?--(-, The' - •
—
To Begin Your Subscription
totterent insulation
—
morrow's Kuwait."
#
Despite ecnAttryierplessures .
EDITOOS NOTE-This is the
seesmd in a series of three articles discussing readers'
housing preferences.
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Co., Inc.
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Energy Saving Steps To Take
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Your Kitchen? -
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Builders & Contractors
Special Rates On
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Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 25, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow bet To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Tackle that difficult job
you've been postponing, and
your anxieties will vanish.
Facing a problem head-on is—
half its solution.
TAURUS-( Apr..21 to
Superiors should be receptive
toward your ideas now. Advance your best ones — but
tactfully, of course.
GEMINI
(My 22 to June 21)
- Your ambitious and normally
bright, enterprising self can be .
given full rein now. You are in a position to make practical longrange plans
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Searching for offbeat avenues
toward achievement could lead
. you astray. Do the best )1bu can
In your own field and gains will
be yours_
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23 I 4/2474.
,
Let your instincts guide you now since your chances of attaining goals are excellent.
Imagimition and a little daring. _
could pay off handsomely. VIRGO
ug. 24 to
Keep things moving,and with
well-planned design. A "waitand-see" attitude could only stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat problematic day.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Patience will be needed in a
few tricky spots but day, on the
whole, has a big potential.
Avoid haste, undue anxiety.
Ybu CAN deliver the goods.

CENTRAL CENTER

er

so

Final Week of
Sound Explosion
Hundreds of

(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "l'ear
Auspicious influence! 'MOBr
tarinershiips,
n
_promise
eiiiitieration Puffing over fleet
deals and projects. Don't.
procrastinate.
_
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) X- 1
Don't let good chances pass
you by. Capitalize on your
talents and be optimistic about
the day. It will be brighter than
you realize.
PRICORN(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V.,)
Be cautious in expansion,
promotional efforts. Mostly, do
not force issues • where opposition seeing unusually
strong.
•
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Here is one of those choice
periods where your personality,
— ambitions and know-how, wellharnessed, can help you achieve
top-flight records.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 "t
A new contact may give you
an unusual idea for furthering
your goals. Your keenness and
convincing words should help
you in adapting and putting it
over.
YOU BORN TODAN are
extremely ambitious and do not
mind how difficult your road to
progress as long as you feel you
..are really achieving but, if
hampered in your efforts in any
way, you really "go off the deep
- end," throw caution to the
-winds and drdp whatever you
are doing, regardless of consequences. You MUST avoid
• such immilsiveness, learn selfmastery and self-discipline or
you could lose out on some very
fine opportunities. Generosity,
strong-mindedness, idealism
and love of justice are your
outstanding characteristics.
You are 8190 intuitive, highly
progreasive and a born leader;
could makea great success in
music or literature. Birthdate
of: Somerset Maugham,
autaor., Benediet—atrnolkRevol —War traitor; Edwin
.1:1
,ewmani.anthor,4wrian.
PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help Old&
persont- remallt—t/r"-their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities
,
.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3: Can not get the
services from any
other source.
If
ybu
have
questions - atrout
Project Independence
—AMU- Bonnie Aahby et'15;4362. •
•
•

Golden Flame
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Social Security's Disability Rules Strict

Help For Taxpayers
r)

C

There's Less Figuring
On 1977 Tax- Returns—

Security
Social
The
. disability benefits program
eligibility
Nat— • strieter
requirements than -many
other disability programs, a
Security
Social
local
spokesman said today.
The spokesman noted that
some programs pay benefits
on .oecupational
based
disability; 'Social Security
does not. Some programs pay
benefits based on percentage
Social
impairment;
of
Security does not. Some
programs pay benefits based
on ,.short-terrna disablty;'
Sociat Security does not.
What Social Security cInts,
the spokesmen oentineed,is to
pay benefits to severely

ASSiFifill, ADS)

disabled workers who have period for a worker disabled
worked Rang enough and.
at. age 24 or earlier, up to
1 legal Notice
1 legal Notice
1 Legal Notice
recently enough under Social almost 7 years of credit (with
Security and to certain 5'eams of credit earned in the
members of their families.
before
period
10-year
, To be disabled under the ,disablement) for 'a worker
— Follow: subtract the personal ex- Socigl Security law, a',worker idisabled in his or her late 40's ingEDITOR'S-NOTE
is the second In a _setiesni emotions nor calculate and subs
The Xertucky Health Sydems Agency-West; Int, is a non-profit membership
mt have a physical or or later.
five articles entitled "Yee and tract the sl tax credit,".
corporation dedgnated under P.L.93441 by the Secretary of Health,Education.
mental impairment so severe
d.
The spokesman added that Your Income Taxes." They . the comrni
and Welfare as a health systems agency to serve west Kentucky. The Purchase
that it prevents him- or her no benefits are payable during were written to help taXpayera
The o151.3 - - ' deduction is
Subarea Health Council is an advisory group to the taisA-iv. The Subarea
from engaging in ,substantial the first 5 full months the Prepare their 11177 tax returns.-- now called the "zero bracket
by the IRS. Although
Review Committee will meet at 3:30 p. m.on January 24, 1978,to review projecgainful work for a year or worker is diSabitt the first
most taxpayers won't ?Dive to
By MICHAEL DOAN
ts
for the full Council meeting at 8:00p. m.on February 9,1978. Both meetings
longer or is expected to result possible payrnent Elfor the 6th
Associated Press Writer
deal with it, the,Might want to
will
be held in the conference room of the Purchase Area Development District,
in death.
full month of disability.
.., WASHINGTON(AP) — Don't know how much that is.
The amount of Social
Mayfield,Kentucky.
when a worker Is found look for the standard deduction
Last year the standard deSecurity work credit needed to 'disabled under the law, on this year's federal income
duction for single persons
KEY FOR TYPE OF REVIEW:
qualify for benefits dependson benefits can be paid-to certain tax forms. The loternal Reve- ranged from 81,700 to 82,400.
cal
tabculated it This year the tables includeeea
s
CN- Certfficateof Need
the worker's age at the time dependents. These inctude: rf:yotrivnictehe
tax
1122-Section 1122
he or she becomes disabled. It
children
— Unmarried
In an attempt to reduce the of ocame.
ranges from Pt- years of under 18; 18-27- It fttll-ttrn* „number isteps required:Die' - The range for married
RC-Reviewancitommeet
credit earned in --a -3-year students; over lit if disabled government took the standard_ Couples filing joint returns last
Projects to bereviewed are asfollows:
' deduction, the general tax cred- year was $2,100 to $2,800. This
. .
before 22.
year it is 0,200.
— A wife under 65 caring it and personal exemptions and
Crossword Puzzler
The new changes were inChange of Ownershipef
1. Development Enterprisesfor an entitled child under 18 incorporated them all irlo the
Answer to, Monday's Puzzle
, 57 Secret
ACROSS
tables. - -'
tenlled to ease the marriage
Piper Center Care Home
Cleveland, Tn.
agent
or
disabled.
1 Algonquian
linin
which
has
often
made
Inman
Whether
they
use
the
short
or
penalty,"
KIM
(1122)
DOWN
Indian
— A wife 62 or older even if long tax forms, about16per- it more expensive for a workrilE113 E1flflP 3E1171
4 Transaction
1 Go bY.
minima
ElE1113300 there are no eligible children.' etnt dell taxpayers should be
ing couple to get married.
8 Paper
water
11:111P15117
Change of Ownership Of
-2. Developmentriterprises
If a couple stays single, a
— A husband 62 or older. able to figure their taxes from
measore
2 Appellation
I
IMAM nnii WRD
Generally, once - disability the tables- the Senate Finance - -man-will-met-$21200 and a wornArmour Memorial Home
Cleveland,TN
12 A state
of Athena
MEMO Clan AIM
gp $2,200 for a total of $4,400 in
fabbr 1,3 Combed'
will Celamittee saysMOM OD payments begin they
Last year the tables could be . deductions. If they marry, they
..
13 Region
as woof
MOM • ttntinue as long. - as•
DM
MB
the
14 Sicilian
will get the one $3,200 deduction
4 Tropical
ROM BCD MIMI disability prevents the person used only if a taxpayer made
Establishment of2-Bed FCH
3. Ballard Family Care Home
volcano
less than $20,000 per year. 0th- amount when filing a joint refruit
MEW:
(CN)
15 Comparative
Wickliffe,
KY
getting
married
5 Before
from
working.
Also,
after
had
to
figure
So
by
erwise, he
his tax
turn.
111C101:11111C COMM
ending
6 Inflate
out mathematically.
they lose $1,200 in deductions.
24
for
benefits
MCI
receiving
!OWE
101101:1
16 Boisterous
7 Young .
Single • people have , cons.
4. Bagard-bleCracicen Nome Health
ULM tailLIEE al:JE , consecutive months, .the ' The new farms provide taxwoman
sheep.CpU
37 Containiftv; disabled Person becomes tables for single people with lb" pinned that a married couple
jacket
Construct Addition
18 Dipper
Agent"'
8 Temporary
with only one spouse working
comes urile 820,000 per year
27 Tibetan
38 Buries
20 Competent
rulers
(CN/1122)
Paducah,
KY
Medicare
health
eligible
for
40 Keener
and three or fewer exemptions. gets a big tax advantage over a
priest
21 Babylonian
9 Greek
41 A
insurance.
28 Keyed up
deity
Tables can also be used for ,single person.Some singles will
letter
with
Relocation of Health
continent
5. Marshall County Board of Health
22 Possessive
Social joint returns by married
lose up to 8200 In deductions unThe
Paducah
10 Girl's
interest
(abbr.)
pronoun
Department
.
couples with income of up to
der the change.
name
telephone
Security
office
`43 Hebrew
29 Swiss
23 Keen
n Small rug
The new deductions mean a
(CN/1122)
Benton,KY
number is 443-7506; the $40,000 and nine or fewer exriver
letter
27 Young.bo
. y _ 17 man.s
emotions.
tax
out ot-no-ti-8141-lor--about ..
-44•Serger
-p0
Sink
Beverage
29
nurdber 'for the . MaYfield
nickname
The Finance Committee, ex- 46 million perions, most of
45 Above and rivet.Recaritty Office- is
Middle
30 Ermine
..8. 1.4041,1iYalltiSkillekGere Htaitit
147-- Pilining.this Charigeln the-1977-'-':--tilen
-TearnineM9;601for leis; It
""----.11 tintr511115.
" sc le
(Six-Month Extenslon)
6.7
million
taxthat
everyone
allow
stressed
will
also
46•
tax-law,
Pungent
silvQr
8095•
22 Sick
Paducah,Ky.
47 Lift with
drinking
.
payers -to avoid itemizing dewill still get the benefits of the
32 Mans
24 Maiden
lever
glass
nickname
ductions. The committee estiold standard deduction, inloved by
NO MORE PNEUMATICS
48 FiSlieggs
33 Marry
33 Existed
mated that 23 out of 100 taxeluding people who item-Tie deZeus
(Two Six-Month Extensions)
7. Lourcleillospital
'
WASHINGTON
API
—
49
Cars
36
Initials
of
Room
in
34 Preposition
•.
25 Roman
.
ductions.
payers will itemize this year.
.
Paducah,
KY
26th
hatem
Engine
35
of the future may ride on foamstatesman
"However, most itemizers
compared with 31 out of 100
50 Lubricate' filled tires that can be driven
President
37 Supplicate ' 26 Short
will not have to compute and
last year.
38 Electrified
(Six-Month Extension)
8. Kent Family Care Home
50 to 100 miles after being
A ill6 7
dill10 11
particle
punctured
and
then
repaired,
Fulton,KY
II7
39 Site of Tai
1455
12
13
...
according toithe National GeoMahal
40Bow
graphic Society.
17
9. SpecialSupplemental Food Program for
41 Symbol for ill
The tires,.. which are .still
di
-(RC)
-1111"
is
b
ite el &wed'•ex42 Part of •
1111115 111
II
perimentally,
will
not
only.
save
NM
fireplace
10. Kentucky State Plan for Family Planmoney that otherwise would be
HE
44 Turkic
27
WI
30
.
-fling Services
(RC)
spent on replacernents, but will The escalating cost of health
- tribesman
to
use
Louisville
Innocents
in
Ill
47 Guardian
also -mean more room- in--a- care and a proposal to expand
315
beds in its new home to
51 Greek
A public meeting for comment on the proposed Revision of the Purchase Area
trunk. The elimination of the care
14
MIN
provide two levels of longoffered by nursing
letter
38
35 il36
weight
of
a
spare
tire
will
Personal
Care - Intermediate Care Plan, prepared by the Purchase Subarea
52 Was
term nursing care. If the
mean le'ss strain on automobile faciliteis were considerations
39
Health Council of the Kentucky Health Systems A.gency-West,Inc., will be held
borne
by
the
is
approved
request
of
the
Board
of
of
Directors
engines, the Society points out.
53 Lamb's
on Thursday, February 9,1978, at the Purchase Area Development District of43
II
Certificate of Need board, the
pert name
One type of inindure-proof the Kentucky Health Systems
fice;
U.,S..* North', Mayfield,Kentucky,et 7:00 p. m.CDT.
114
54 Fabulous
beds would be licensed- for--tire is now used on some mili- 'Agency-West,-Inc. at its first
4,4.4,
bird
skilled
care,
the
both
highest
tary vehicles. IL is_made -of a meeting of 1978__The board
55Period of
The proposed revision may be'reiiewed at the above location during business
52
rubber-impregnated steel mat met at -the--Executive Inn
level of nursing care, and
time
hoursffom January 30,1978, until the date of the hearing.
wntaining
about
80,000
wires.
It
35
care.
intermediate
56 Depend
West, Louisville, recently.
MIME
is impervious even to a rifle The board approved a
on •
Currently beds in nursing
Distr.. by United Feature Syndicate., Inc.
Written comments en the proposed-revision may be submitted to the Purchase—I
bullet
request by the Home of the
hwilitiPit are licensed for only
Area Development District Office until February 19,1978,
one level on care. This
restriction often means that
PEANUTS
beds remian vacant because
GET OFF MY
1 Legal Notice
THE FIRST THiNG I DO
2 Notice
THIS i5 /* SCIENCE
2 Notice
patients need another level of
BACK, Kit)!
WAS TO MEA5VRE THE
REPORT WHiCH IS ON
YOUR , NEE
ts our
AS OF JANUARY 23,
Long-term
care
care.
IN
WIDTH OF THE STREET
TRAFFIC SAFETY
concern. NEEDLINE,
COLOR PORTRAITS,
1978, I will not be
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753-6333.
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bring us yours for extrs
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any
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other
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than
my
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not need to be in a hospital, but
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own.
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Jimmy
Lee
needs more specialized care
Everything
Your
Foutch.
Wallets lqw as 24 cents,8
than he can receive at home.
Government Has To
x 10 2.40. Fast service.
"We need to promote better
Give." Has information
If You
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
use of existing beds to keep
worth up to $500.00. $3.95
25
753-0035. Free parking
Need Them:
down the cost of health care,"
each. Write to P.O. Box
lot, use our rear en*aid Robert 0 Miller
fire
32T.
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president of the- board of
Police 753-1621
LUCK 3 Card Of Thanks
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The Nome of the Iljnocents
ADVERTISING
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ARE.
Asestaar
753-9337
has for 95 years cared for
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Hospital
abused and neglected children
press our appreciation
Emergency
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All display ads,
awaiting foster homes. If the
for all the kindness
Humane Society
classified displays
pilot project is successful, the
shown to us during our
753 3535
and regular-display,
KHSA-W Board' hopes that
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must
be
Comprehensive
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Spiceland
was sick in
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Care
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throughout
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ISM UMW Fosters
neniline
753-REED
offer more flexible nursing
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12
noon
submitted
by
BEETLE BAILEY
Learn To Reed . 753-2223
care, a spokesman said.
neighbors, and relatives
the day before
The board stipulated that
"MEMO FROM THE
braved the elements to
publication.
HOW'S THIS?...
IP
the project be closely
M I RACLE DESK OF
stand by us.
"MEMO FROM THE
FUZZ-THE-MAIN- monitored by planning,
Darrell Mitchell and T.
DESK OF LT. SONNY
WE HAVE MOST all
MAN,LIEUTENANT
licensing and reimbursement
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types furnace blower
OF LIEUTENANTS, agencies.
driveway _ passable.'Our
motors
in
stock.
Call
Dill.
U.S.A.
The Kentucky Health
' table was supplied with
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created by the National
Then the funeral was
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Planning
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Resources Development Act
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the occasion more
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and Hill Houston and
young Dr. -Heiser_ for
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the
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to
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,
THE
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any Fay.
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your time of need.
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2. Notice

6. Help Wanted

INCOME

TAJLkS
prepared. Jerry
' Burkeen Bookkeeping
and
Tax
Service,
-- Railroad Ave.,--MweroY.
Coll 75374636. after 5 p.
m. and -weekeiads 7533996.

.-------

I.

14 Want To Buy

43 Real Estate

43 Real Esta.

51 Services Offered

51 Sequin Ottefeti

"WANTED Beaver:- 2
year Oki breeding pair
for regtocking wild area.
Please reply to R. S.
Ballard, P. 0. Box 7345,
Louiaville, Ky., 40207."

THE HOUSE -that does
iroalrooit Sepik nE
EXtELLENT
opdouble duty - a comGUTTERING BY Sears,
and backhoe work
•
portunity for bright
fortable 2 bedroom
Sears CeiltilliA0418 gutters
needs.
Also
septic
tank
individual seeking
home, large- • oat-in
installed per your
"cleaning. Call Jelin
potential management
kitchen .on the main
specifications.
Call
Lane:atone 753-8669 of
PoSition Eh local new car
floor plus one bedroom.
--boug Taylor at 753-2310 4364348.
dealership. Experience
▪ •
apartment upstairs .for.
free estimates.
•
not necessary, but
15 Articles Fur Sale
full basement. Owner
WIRING
ELECTRIC
willingness to work and
„SALES at Sears
will consider renting
BIBLE FACTS - Mathome and industrial, air
learn Is. If you are
OVEN ELEMENTS for
'now.
now.
Call
Doug Taylor
with
option
to,purchase.
nsl
46 Homes For Sale
conditioning, a
thew 24:4 and 5. Jesus. lookingfor a permanent
all elecWic ranges.
753-1492. . .Loretta Jobs
at 753-2310 for free
healing.
refrigeration,
states, "Take heed that
position with excellent
Smoke detectors,
BY OWNER - new 3
,Realtors.
estimates for your
Call 4744841.
no man deceive you. For
Regular 938.95 for
income -...oprgirtunity,
bedroom house on 150needs.
many shall come in my
send complete resume
$24.95. Battery included.
LET TT SNOW LET IT
200 ft. lot with trees.
ELEC.
LICENSED
name, saying „I am
to P.- 0. Box 32Q. All
Rowland Refrigeration,
SNOW LET IT SNOW House has a ecepornIcal- - TRICIAN 'prompt ef- - PAINTING, INTERIOR,
shall
Christ; and
110 South 12th Street.
responses are conbut don't let it stop you
heat pump, 2 baths,
exterior. Also dry wall
„
.
• ficient service.. o 4ott.
Mere- many."
from looldng at this 4
levity-din:When with
finishing:
10 years_ extoo small. Call Ernest
• warned and there will be
1
2 bath
bedroorn brick,-2/
built-in appliances and
perience. Call 436-2563,
ONE
AUTOCRAT
gas
753-0605:
White,
Lordexcuse.
The
no
home,family room with
double garage. Owner
Ralph Worley.
heater; 70,000 BTU
loves you and will in- OWN
YOUR
Own
and
fireplace
patio
transferred.'Call 753_ ,
_
hOurly
input' eating,
ANHOME
MOBILE
lerceed for- you. For
GENERAL HC(ME
Business!- Area
many other extras. Call
3903.
$100. One Warm MorCHORS, underpinning,
assistance call 753-0984.
remodeling, framing,
Distributor for Rand
753-1492. LORETTA
ning gas heater; model
awnings, carports and
siding and
aluminum
large
McNally .Maps. No
3
OWNER:
REALTORS.
JOBS
BY
VII 50 51AB; 30,000 BTU
roofs sealed. Call Jack
FOR
WATKINS
197rUnited feature Syndicate InC
Call 1-354-8951
gutters.
baths,
all
selling. Service prebedrooms,
11
/
2
hourly
input,
rating. $75.
Glover 753-1873 after Sp.
Prodiicts. -Contact
accounts.
established
carpet, drapes, central
_or_ J11627495.
Call 753-2424.
m. or weekend.
Holman Jones,217 South
Investments $2,500 to
lot,
"NUT5 CROPQYTE. THAT
large
and
air,
heat
NOT
The Phone
THE
13th.; plione 7534128: 112,500' secured by In- USED • CROSS TIES
*cad bacityarrt- Many
INIKIIATIDN BLOWN In
A -IT"WA TODAY.°
WATCH Aiiip CLOCK
Number In
excellent
for
equipment,
from
and
miles
ventory
2
extras.
by Sears save on these
5 Lost And Found
work
26 TV Radio
repairing. All
scaping or fence post.
'Write, include name,
Murray off 121S. $37,000.
high heat and cooling
38 Pets Supplies
759guaranteed.
Call
FOUND RING. Owner
Call after 4, -1-89a-7950. REPOSSESSED TV 19"
address, telephone and
753-9732 or 762-6970.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
1331.
may have by identifying
ester Mamavox under 55 GALLON aquarium, three reArences to
at
753-2310 for free
For
Alt
Your
48 Automotive service
and paying for ad.*Call
warranty.' Assume
Personnel Director, FIREPLACE LOGS.
light, stand and acestimates.
PURCHASE
JACILSOW
Real
Estate:4as
753-5737.
Wonderflame, grate and
32'7-375 H. P. ENGINE.
small monthly payment.
cessories. Call 753-9382
NAMCO, 3928 Montclair
insulation of. Murray
Is
accessories. Used bottle
turbo-hydromatic
MusicWILL HAUL ANY type of
400
J and B
Birminghlim, AL
§ p. en.
Rd.,
after
announces its openingFOUND SMALL black
or natural gas. Call 753white rock, rip-Vap, and
-tranSinisstair. Roth
Magnavox, Dixieland
or call toll free
35213,
money:
you
by
saving
male dog with white
2590.
rebuilt.
Call
Lime, sawdust or
completely.
sand.
Center. Call 753-7575.
633-8441.
(800)
Call 759-1820.
MO:111111
markings near Roses on
decorative reek. Also
reduced
JUST
Sales
Home
PRICE
Mobile
January, 20r. . ear 153- NEEDED $12,000 venture WELL KEPT carpets 27.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
estimates on
HAVING TROUBLE
41.000 On this ,newly _no_
-3994.
10 X 50 MOBILE HOME.
• capital to form - a cor- - show the -results of
driveway and parking
located
6
home
getting
those
small
listed
1978
FORD
VAN
ShrOaffe0
regular BlueluXtre pot
Reconditioned, _new
poration manufacturing
- lot!. Call Flow Matson,
plumbing .jOlia
Cuitornized, 40,000
LOST COCK-A-POODLE
cleaning. Rent electric
natural gas furnace.- AndaIve-ST OrMiTerarift...
a limited production 4
7534763.
Then call- 753-6614.
' miles, automatic shift,
• in area of Johnson Creek
shampooer. Western
Located at Shady Oaks.. 'scenic, quiet location.
wheel drive vehicle
cozy
adds
Fireplace
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
Baptist Church. $50
Auto, home of "Wishing
Call 753-1516. based On the Ford'
CARPET CLEANING at
SEPTIC TANK PUMnote to this 3 bedroom
$2500.00.
after Rears
reward.Solid black. Call
Well Gift Shop."
Ranchero. This idea has
reasonable rates:.
Other
PING.
1971
rancher.
MOBILE
HOME
12
x
Residential
brick
and
751-171$
354-8061.
over a million dollari
Prompt- and efficient
1974
V.W.,
good
conclition.
commercial. Rex Camp,
.65. Three bedroom,bath
features include central
national sales potential.
6 Help Wanted
Custom Carpet Care,
New battery. Call 751•
7534933.
and half. •Carpeted.
and air, attached 2
FOR
SALE
heat
Contact Phil Koehne 489753-1335.
6103.
ADDRESSERS WANUnfurnished.. Call 753car garage, plus ad- 68 ACRES located east of
2618 or P. 0. Box 87,
TED Immediately!
9570.
separate garage ... Puryear, "Tn. on black FOUR WHEEL DRIVE ALL TYPES backhoe and
ditional
Kirksey for details.
top Mad. This can be
septic tank work. Field
Work at'home - no exideal for storage' or
1975 Jeep CJ-5. Low
29 Mobile Home Rentals
bought for less 'than
tile
perience neees-sery - uliNA,AVAILABLE.for
lines:" Installed,- 20
workshop. Priced in mid
mileage.. Call 7534532.
540B
HOME Spaces.
$600.00 per acre. About
Thornton
excellent pay. Write
years
experience.- -Ile other "
3Q's and owners want
existing lausinets, nen
nottsed Ames carpets es...
Fox Meadows and ' offer! Phone Kopperud
55 acres are tendable.
American SerViee, 8350 • business start ups, first
Licensed
through
Health
Tile
1969 BLUE CHEVELLE,
Coach Estates. South
Nearly3
75
per
cent
of
the
WRY
Park, Lane, Suite 269,
for
753-1222
Department.
Call Rex
Realty,
and second snortgage
white vinyl top and
25 pound portable power
8. Marble
16th Street. Call 753farm has good barb wire
Camp,
Dallas,TX 75231.
,
house
does
moreifformation:
753-5933.
all the work
loans, signature loans,
Automatic,'
stripes.
612 So. 9th
fencing.
John
C.
up to $25,000, farm leans
brakes and
power
TesighT,Vrttkneir;and acutna
Neubauer, Realtor„,505
WORLD BOOK - Child
32.Apartments For Rent
16 Home Furnishings
out deep down dirt and
some 61
/
2 per cent loans.
steering. Air condition. WET BASEMENT? We
repThurman
Main St., 753-0101 - 753Sales
grime in a single sweeF
&
Craft
make
wet
'basements'
Pardom
All projects considered.
TWO BEDROOM furNew tires,inag wheels,
FRIGID
USED
7531_
resentative wanted. Call
• dry, work completely
Estate
Real
&
lasirance
koisoauuuTcatr1-502-885-1795
•
Call
$750
firm.
nished
sharp.
refrigerator. Good
apartment. NearclAuts the way
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-7877
guaranteed. Call or
between 3and 11 p.m-r, 7
753-0370 after 5 _p.mdovmtown Murray. call-__....__Southsidie Court Squore
conditicin: $80.
prokasianalado-id
write
Morgan Conafter 5 p.m. L-13.
_
_kintecky
a fraction of the cod
Alerricdays a week.
753-4109.
K.OPP UD
4045. _
struction Co., Route 2,
Ford'
tow
--ONE
-TON
YOU SAVE UP TO
753-445)
TiiRFF.- „BEDROOM,
AMBMOIJSHduhI15c
700}PER ROOMT
$1350. Call 177J-- B09
iinfurnished. No singles.
looking for part or full
'the
42001:
'hone
todrUrvic•
day
-or
GOOSENECK
TRAILER,
time opportunity. Ex_ ATTENTION FARMERS
•9337.
Gall4924349 alter 7 p.m. CLEAN-tiP --SROP
-mattstar.-night 442-7026,
with hoist and 16
ceLlent profft sharing,' - All .eligible Ian- • • 3-4xle
building site - Ideal
numi-downers
and
farmers
foot bed- Con -436
MS FIREBIRD Slrybird, •
'
5649. FURNISHED one ortiro
location on New Concord
Call 7594370.
can now get group in20 Sports Equipment
bedroom apartment.
- 1400 miles. AM-FM illt
Highway, just one mile
just
surance - (Excess •
Inquire 100 South 13th
wheel, 2 months old,
TYPIST - Position now
from Murray. Ap- 88 ACRE FARM
listed near Kirrksey.
Major Medical) - at * 14 FT. Fiberglas! Bass
Street.
perfect condition. Call
open for good, depenproximately 140' highMercury
HP
'Boat,
20
Excellent producing
low group rates. For
753-9562.
- dable typist with good
teat for lady $12.00.ivy
way frontage. City
motor with electric NEW TWO BEDROOM
with
apfarm
free brochure
1.1-Air Decor Stara
work record. Person
water.
t'
Call
STINSON'
duty
heavy
start,
Townhouse
apartment.
*759-1661
proximately 70 tendable
Bennett and Associates,
1904 THUNDERBIRD car
hired must be willing to
REALTY,
753-3744.
trailer, Lowrance depth
Range, refrigerator,
acres, all fenced with 5
203 South 5th Street,
in primer. Ready to
take directions and get
finder, excellent condishwasher, disposal,
wire.
barb
strand
Murray,
paint. Factory rebuilt
753-7273
or
759along well with others.
dition. $1275.00. Phone
washer-dryer hookup.
-131-errIrtcrp---high way
1486.
engine. Complete. Call
Complete resume, in753-9868 days, 753-6145
All carpeted. Central
Waldrop Realty
frontagc Phone
753-9997.
FREE
cluding
wage
ex14. Want To Buy
nights.
heat and air. Call 753KOPPERUD REALTY,
"In Business
pectations, should be
20
MILE
7350.
753-1222, or stop by our
1958 CHEVROLET ImGOOD -USED MOBILE
Since 1956"
sent to P. 0. Box 32-AA
DELIVERY
conveniently located
pala, 2 door hardtop. All
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
753-S646
Murray, Ky. 42071.
TWO BEDROOM fur753-0984
office at 711 Main parts complete. Call 753nished and unfurnished
FREE
land
farm
your
9997.
apartments. Available
Vo'
I
headquarters for
A SLICE OF NICE -first of Februanr., Call
Roared and reedy. Up to 12 r 24. Also born style, attires cottager
„ 1968 FORD GALAXIE,
Valkrway County.
---Extra sharp 4 bedroom ,I,IMITED TRAVEL
Inspection
.7534331..
mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U BUILD
completely ready
We.'.ieweefechwers of cbeencei specialities for tbe
automatic,
_power
west
side
of
-- home on
Certified My EPA
to assemble up to 24 r SO. Bey The best tor lets
haNtetional rod amemerciel ateettets.
Rent
For
Rooms
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
33
Aired Gutty Neese Report
Murray. This extremely
_REAL ESTATE
_Jf pee me.bard worker WO skill desire te succeed,(Wes
Good gas mileage.
neat home featuref
FURNISHED
ROOMS
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
opeeiesece optimal) we sal West sir time sod mat,le help
CAREER
Ashley wood stove
economical
central
gas
near
University.
Girls
Kelly's Termite
k0.49.•slim**
CONE GROW
without jacket. Call 436heat for those cold_
IN'.SISO weekly draw
only. Community kitWool PPPWIT11 &KURT
& Pest Control
2204,
esississe. brew ellowasice wile haldig. liceleat
winter days ahead,
chen and bath. $75 a
Excellent opportunity
benefits.
immaculate - landmouth. Utilities paid.
Omit mewl mid opretel ever 21
Interviews /Araby & Unary
to join established
mimr.tie mt sip my ammo mod lea
attached
scaping,
Apply
at
Corvette
4. flled.
CALL 0101101 FOUST
firm, now opening a
LICENSED ELECgarage, cozy den, and
100 Seuth 13th St.
Lanes, 1415 Main St:-or
ormaani
Office
in
Branch
TRICIAN and gas inPhone 753-3914
step-saving kitchen.
phone 753-2202.
MOPE 502-442-7311
Murray. Prefer exstallation
will
dow..te
excellent
buy
This
is
an
Roaches,Shyer Fist.
perienced Real Estate
heating
and
plumbing,
SLEEPING
ROOMS
for
DELTA FOREMOST CREMICAL
in the low 40's. If you
and Shrubs
Broker but will consewer cleaning. Call7W_
P.O. Box 30310, Memphis,Tenn. 39130
boys,1 block from MSU.
want to make the family
or phone 000-238-5150
sider Trainee. For
406 Sunbury Circle
7203;
Call 753-1812.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
happy in '78, make your
confidential interview
Phone 753-0839 or 753-5287
appointment now to see
34 Ho-us-es For Rent
call Judy Krouse
this fine home. Phone
Murray, Kentucky
Smith
John
NICE TWO BEDROOM
753-1222, KOPPERUD
Residential-- Commercial
REALTOR
house, close to church,
IntiThr --EX terfol-- REALTY.
GALLERY OF
grocery
and college.
CUSTOM MADE matSpray- Brush-Roll
IMES
Couples,no pets. Inquire
Open Weekdays
trestforsudique beds or
let Ilsou,-Sorteins tf Yanifontilare9ltr6tri
i4z4Th fir 1-1127
at
1408 Pi .lar St.
campers.
Buy
Non -Wed. I-1
direct
IGily-Spann Realty
Company Inc. Air conParking Lot Striping.
from factory and save.
36 For Rent Or lease
, "tow Rey People
Closed On Thursdays
dition sales and serlarge
bedrooms,
Brick,
2
See
In
Reel
No
Job
Too Largo or Too Small
their
Woe"
elegant
Fri. & Sat. 8-230
vice. Modern sheet
kitchen, den, big utility,
753-7724
Bamboo, Wicker and
•Hair Cuts *Shaves
metal
department.
We Are Fully insured
Mu
fAerrerg, V. " garage, new carpet &
101 Sycamore
Brim furniture. Wises
Larry • Wisehart.
209 Walnut Street
Worsham
2
inside.
painted
West
freshly
Ky. Mattress and
President. Phone 753Stsiroie Space
. Call this number after 5•00 to assort prompt service teat day. 153outbldgs. 1 Acre wooded
Furniture 1136 South
41 ACRES, all • fenced,
9290. 3685
For Rad
Lynn
I • 3rd, Paducah, Rhone 1:
W.
in
Hwy.
94
lot.
located near Coldwater,
7534758
Grove. Only $31,900. Call SERVICEMASTER 443-7323. _
30 acres tendable, more
or come by 105 N. 12th,
tendable.
be
made
Professional Building
could
38 Pets Supplies
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
$30,000.
Phone
Priced-at
Maintenance. Quality
ESTATE, 753-8080.
KOPPER1JD'REALTY,
Commercial
.
REGISTERED Irish
Cleaning
- Setter Otippies. $25 and
.7534222 for all your
Industrial
farm real estate needs.
Services. Carpets,
$30. Call 753-9318.
walls,
floors,
AKC REGISTERED
A I- T R S
professionally
German Shepherd.
and maintained. ConFemale, 6 Months. old. _
- traet 'cleaning dally
Will be a small dog. Has
weekly or monthly
been, wormed. Only
or
1-time
basis,
• HERE'S TON CHANCE,
Applicants must have minimum of 3 years industrial experience. Excellent fringe
$25.06. Call 753-0736Itesesehles1 3 bedroom frame
south.1 2t h at Sycamore
cleaning. For service
Extremely
well-built home on quite 'street near
with 21 acres of Callowey Caw
benefits-hospitalizati:n, retirement, pod holidays (10) and vocation. Must be able
anytime.
-.0,
TELEPHONE 7631,31
call 753-0259.' •
ty's
fbest
foamless/.
university.
ibis 3 bedroom, 2 bath quality
the
to read schematics and have a good knowledge of AC and DC.
only I wiles east if Merrety,
home features central heat and air, large rooms,
vhf fare is coaspletway fasted,
spacious 2 efirgerage,abstackint storage aryls,
hue dart tobacco base aell hero.
beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner-wants,
Phone or Write:
Also modem farrowing bone
Chain5aw
fast sale so phonees today, priced in low 40's.
swap,
stock
Meaty
of
onside
C. E. Steiert, Personnel Maeopir
And
•
lase & ter* bens.
General The and Rubber Co.
Lawnmovter
Full time position. Excellent fringe
One General Street, Mayfield, Ky.42066
Sales and Service
benefits. Salary commensurate with
125 Acres - Completely fewest
Plume(502) 247-6730, Ext. 21/
"
experience. Apply at Trigg County
with nest creas-feaced, 02
-

Murray

759-1707

Theilbliott
Realtors

55 Gallon
Drums

RENT-RINSER

i-

ttii

zocsa.sidt
SIGNS

KAM Cower

- SALES-CAREER

713 3643

Al

pre cut

=az= CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING CO.

reed not name ft.

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

1

GLIDDEN PAINT

WANTED

INDUSTRIALILECIR4AN

EXECUTIVE
HOUSEKEEPER

•. As Easel Opportunity Imployer

air

1161••••••••••=m•

•

dell,

Hospital, Inc., P. 0. Box 312, Cadiz,
. Kentucky 42211 with John Broadbent
Ext.33,
•
_

acres teeslable. Nes wet stock
berm, tobecc4 ben a bets
Located es Tecier-Gerlee4

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

7M83Anyfirtie

Itildrway 14 fast
733-04410

AIMNIMINIMMIMM111.1„,

KOPPERUD
REA-LI-Yr

711 Main

753-1222

George Gallagher 753 8179 Geri Andersen 7534937

Harry Patterson 492-8302

Sill Kopperud 7St4322
,

Fir itOvix.,tsi 4474

4
1/1•-•
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Let's Stay Well_

By F J L 11,hAuvaine, M.D.

Deaths and Funerals
Ann M. Whitnel Is

...Pregnancy After Stopping The Pill
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RABBIT.

Mrs. Katie Howard

Dies Sunday With

Federal State Market News Service
January 24,1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 734 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00-1.50 lower Sows steady - 1.00
Mrs. Katie Walena Howard, lower
US 1-2 200.230 lbs. .. 84.5n0-45.25 few 50.00
Sister of Mrs. Eula Lassiter of US 1-3 200-240lbs.
844.50-45.00
2-4 240-260 lbs.
843.50-44.50
Murray, died Sunday at 12:35 US
US 3-4 260-260 lbs.
24250-43.50
p. m. at the Henry County Sows
1277D-350 lbs
US
$37.00.38.00
General Hospital, Paris, Tn. US 1.33coseo lbs
$36 00-37 00
She was 94 years of age and a " US 1-3 450-5001bs
$36.00-38 00
1-3 5004501b6 839.00-40 00 few 41 00
resident of East Wood Street, US 2-3300-500Ibs.
835.00-36.08
Paris.
Boars25.00-26.00

What's to impressive?
Easy. If you trade up to a '78
Rabbit from a Mercedes-Benz
280E believe ifor not you'll get
better acceleration.+
If you trade up to a Rabbit
from a Cadillac Seville, you'll get
more trunk space. And there-are
32 cars you'can trade up to a _
Rabbit for more people space!
The '78 Rabbits look better
than ever,-too. Handsome metallic
colors. Touches of chrome here
and there to make them even
snappier.
We've even refined the
Rabbit's fuel-injected engine to
make it quieter and more effiaierit.
Once we were famous for
making a car that rooked ridiculous.
•
Now we make one thatendkeS
k ridiculous.
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The deceased was a
member of the Buchanan
United Methodist Church, and
was born March 8, 1883, in
Prices of stock of local Interest at noon
Missouri to the late John EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Henry Thompson and Victoria Times by First of litIchigan. Corp.. of
Murray,are as follows:
Tennessee Bradford Thompson. Her first husband was Heublein Inc.
24% unc
McDonalds Corp
47 -111
John Gamlin to whom she was Ponderosa
Systems
14% unc
married Feb. 16, 1901, and he Kimberly Clark
41% unc
Carbide
39% unc
died July 20, 1906. She married Union
W.R. Grace
25% +",
Charlie W. Howard on Feb. 16, Texaco
25% -%
Ellin-..........-45iii.
1908, and he died Dec. 22, 1941. General
GAF
11% -%
Survivors are one daughter, Georgia
24% unc
Pfizer. 27% unc
Mrs. Agnes Little, Paris, Tn.; Jim
Wsilters
28% unc
t••c•-....aeng, _Flwing _Howard Kirsch
22 mc
Paris, -Tn., and Tarries Franklin Mint . ,
.
Howard, Yuba City, Calif.;
Prices of stocks of local interest at
one sister, Mrs. Etila Lassiter,
noon War famished to the Ledger &
Murray; thirteen grand- Thaw by I. M,Simon Co. of Murray
are
children; 28 great grand- as follows:
_
children; four great great Industrial Av
+0.68
grandchildren.
•
Airco
No Trade
Mrs. Howard was preceded Air Products
23%
American Motors
3% une
in death by two daughters, Ashlandial
Wm +L.
..
Erin froward at the age offline A.T.1.T.
57% +4
Motor Co
40% uric
and Mrs. Laurene Morris on Ford
GAF
11% J-4
July 11, 1971, and lone son,. Gen.Dynamics ,
42% -4
General Motors
56% +%
.
Charles Wesley Howard on ...- General
Tire
23% -%
June 15, 1971.
19% -4
Goodrich
.... . ... . ./
%%Oil ....
. . 24% unc
The funeral will be held
2654 -4- %
33% -,,,
Wednesday at ten a'. fh. at the Pennwalt
Quaker Oats.......... .... , . •21% -%
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral RCA
24%' I,
.
44 ync
-liorn.e..,Pakis, Tn., with burial
• follow in
-Hillcrest 7=art ” . •-•e.-i'• • • 17% A
71-"eirgr*
"".'
.it:t
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Miirray Ledger & Times
We will make every effort to contact all
businesses in order that they may participate
in this Section. Our deadline for this Section is
- Thursday._
If we failed to contact you please give the advertising
dept a callat .

753-1919
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